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For the Municipal Y ear Ending 
February 20, 1918
PRESS OF 





SELECTMEN, ASSESSORS AND OVERSEERS OF POOR
Nicholas Fessenden






E. E. Scates W. P. Hutchins
W. G. Chamberlain
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
E. L. D. Turner 
C. E. Glover
COLLECTOR OF TAXES 
George W. Currier
BOARD OF HEALTH
H. F. Kalloch, Term Expires April, 1918
W. T. Spear, Term Expires April, 1919
W. G. Chamberlain, Term Expires April, 1920
SELECTMEN’S REPORT
The Selectmen of the town of Fort Fairfield herewith sub­
mit their annual report for the municipal year ending
February 20, 1918.
Valuation of the Town of Fort Fairfield April 1, 1917
Real Estate Resident ................................................ $2,320,400.00
Non Resident ...................................... 118,700.00
Personal Estate Resident ........................................ 581,345.00
Non Resident ...................................... 330.00
Total  ...................................... 3,020,775.00
Number of Polls T a x e d .................................................  1,181
Supplementary Polls Taxed ........................................ 4
Rate of Poll Tax  ...........................................................  3.00
Amount of Poll Taxes, Supplementary included . . 3,555.00
Rate of Taxation on Estates ........................................ .033
Amount of Tax Raised on E s ta te s ...............................$99,685.57
4
Itemized Schedule of Personal Property
No. Av. Value Total Value 
Horses and Mules 1,746 $113.05 $198,400.00
Colts 3 to 4 years old 22 89.77 1,975.00
Colts 2 to 3 years old 55 ■ 62.90 3,460.00
Colts under 2 years old 45 44.04 2,000.00
Oxen 3 30.00 90.00
Cows 1,011 25.09 27,375.00
3 year olds 43 23.25 1,000.00
Total 1234,300.00
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Exempt from Taxation :—
2 year olds 263 17.98 4,620.00
Yearlings 468 13.20 6,180.00
Sheep 323 5.72 1,850.00
Swine 1253 9.56 11.985.00
Total Exempt from Taxation 24,570.00
«
Other Personal Property
Bank Stock ...................................................................... $26,460.00
Trust ( o. Stock ...........   22,640.00
Money ................................................................................ 25,500.00
Stocks in Trade ..............................................................  85,300.00
Automobiles .....................................  105,325.00
Musical Instruments ........................................ .............. 29,250.00
Other Property ................................................................  52,900 00
347,375.00
Supplementary
Real Estate Personal Property Total
$17,550.00 $7,000.00 $24,550.00
Cash Tax For Year 1917
Town Expense ................*..................................................$4,000.00
Paupers .........................................................................___ 3,000.00
Highways ......................................................  12,000.00
Interest ........................................................................   1,900.00
Superintendent of schools ..............................................  850.00
Free High School .......................... : ..................................  6,500.00
Common ’schools ................................................................. 15,000.00
Free text b o o k s   ..........................     2,400.00
Apparatus and appliances ..............................................  2,200.00
Free Public Librar}r ......................................................... 1,250.00
Insurance and repairs and improvements .  ............  3,500.00
Special appropriation for State road .......................... 2,000.00
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Lighting streets and river b r id g e .................................. 1,200.00
Memorial day expanse ...................................................  75.00
Hydrant rental  .........................................................  500.00
Refunding bonds and bridge b o n d s .............................. 5,000.00
Tuberculosis ...........................    280.00
New school  .............................................................i . .  2,500.00
Culvert, south of river   ...............................................  800.00
Bridge, Hockenhull brook, ......................  2,500.00
. Repair of highway, Conant Road ................................  300.00
Repair of highway, Presque Isle road .....................  300.00
Repair of highway, Strickland road .......................... 1,500.00
Right of way from Murphy to Strickland r o a d   1,000.00
Sanitary toilets, Maplegrove schoolhouse ..................  .1,000.00
i
Sanitary toilets, rural schoolhouses..............................  1,000.00
Improvements, lighting, heating, ventilating rural
schools   .......   5,000.00
. Night watchman .............................................................  700.00
Overlay .............................................................................  1,843.34:
Total town appropriations ................... .80,098.34
State tax ............................................................................18,529.41
County tax .................................................................. 4,536.82




Amount undrawn 1916 .................................................. $4,023.46
Amount appropriated 1917 ............................................ 15,000.00
Amount from the State 1917 ........................................ 10,934.08
Amount from M. & S. f u n d ............................................ 240.00
Amount Equalization fund ...........................................  250.00
30,447.54
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Amount of Town Orders drawn as follows:—
Teachers’ pay .................................................................. $14,521.58
Janitors' services ............................................................ 1,593.10
Conveyance of pupils ....................................................  3,034.70
Fuel ...................................................................................  4,979.44/
Amount undrawn to balance, carried to 1 9 1 8 ..........  6.318.72
30,447.54
Free High School Account
Amount from 1916 ...........................................................$1,999.56
Amount appropriated for 1917........................................  6,500.00
Amount from State .......................    500.00
Amount from tu i t io n ......................................................  20.00
9,019.56
Amount of town orders drawn for s a m e ......................  6,314.54
Amount undrawn, carried to 1918 ................................  2,705.02
9,019.56
For details of expenditures of the joint fund for Common 
and Free High Schools see Report of Superintendent of 
Schools.
Salary of Superintendent of Schools Account
t
Amount appropriated for same ....................................... $850.00
Amount of town orders drawn for same ....................  704.14
Amount undrawn, credited town expense account . . . . .  145.86
850.00
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Free Text Book Account
Amount appropriated for 1917 ...................................... $2,400.00
Amount of town orders drawn for text b o o k s  $2,200.99
Amount undrawn to balance, credited to town ex­




Detailed Statement of Town Orders Drawn for Text Books
Apr. 25 'McMillan Co $160 05
“ D. C. Heath & Co. ..............................  123.06
“ The H. W. Wilson Co...........................................  125.23
“ A. N. Palmer Co..................................................  1.00
c ‘ Reilly Britton Co....................... i .......................  2 88
“ J. B. Lippincott Co.............................................. 32.80
“ Silver Burdett & Co.............................................  143.48
“ J. O. Adams & Co.................................................  53.75
“ Houghton Mifflin Co............................................ 4.43
“ Edw. E. Babb & Co.............................................. 188.02
June 12 D. Appleton & Co..................................................  50.62
“ American Book Co................................................ 363.72
July 24 D. C. Heath & Co................................................. 129.48
“ Houghton Mifflin Co............................................ 1.33
“ Silver Burdett & Co............................................  18.78
Nov. 24 The MacMillan Co................................................. 125.11
“ Isaac Pitman & Sons ........................................  7.67
‘‘ Allyn & Bacon  ..............................................  4.14
“ Houghton Mifflin Co..........................................  17.60
“ Edw. E. Babb & Co.............................................  7.87
“ American Book Co..............................................  82.78
“ D. C. Heath & Co..............................................   5.74
Dec. 28 American P o u l t s  Ass’n .....................................  2.00
■“ John Wiley & Co.................................................. 1.35
“ The Henry Morrison Co......................................  2.20
• “ Boston Index Card Co.......................................... 2.40
“ Sturgis Walton Co............................................... .90
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"  Edw. E. Babb & Co......................................   2.28
4‘ Silver Burdett & Co............................................... 1.83
Webb Publishing Co.......................................—. 3.82
“ Ginn & Co...............................................................  44.71
John Q. Adams .................................................. 37.50
4‘ D. E. Noyer-Geppert Co .........................  30.00
“ Orange Judd Co ........................................ 2.03
“ MacMillan Co.........................................................  41.00
4‘ American Book Co...............................................  10.68
4 4 Isaac Pitman & Sons ...........................................  4.35
Feb. 14 AVebb Publishing Co.............................................. 3.30
44 American Book Co................................................  .91
*4 Silver Burdett Co.................................................  2.07
44 Walter Jacobs .....................................................  .44
4k Oliver Ditson Co..................................................... .53
44 The MacMillan Co................................................. 1.35
Feb. 20 Silver Burdett & Co..............................................  18.96
44 Bovlston Publishing Co.......................................  46.67
D. C. Heath & Co............................................... . .  100.59.
44 Silver Burdett & Co..............................................  132.96
44 C. Scribner & Son ...............................................  2.00
2,200.99
§
* Apparatus and Appliance Account
Amount appropriated for 1 9 1 7 ....................................... $2,200.00
Amount from supplies sold .................................................... 91.20
mn ,,ai — —•  *
2,291.20
Amount of town orders drawn for apparatus and
appliances . ; ...............................................................  2,034.12
Amount undrawn, credited town 'expense account ... 257.03
2,291.20
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Detailed Statement of Town Orders Drawn for Apparatus
and Appliance Account
March 26 Scates & Co., supplies .....................................  $26.45
“ C. L. McDougal, freight and t ru c k in g ..........  19.09
“ Fort Fairfield Light & Power Co., light . . . .  8.19
“ G. S. Henneberry, stamped envelopes ............ 10.87
Apr. 25 Kenney Bros. & Wilkins, supp lies ............ 40.09
“ Standard Scientific Co.................................  31.59
“ Herbert L. Palmer ............................................... 223.12
“ Office Appliance Co......................................  4.05
“ Aroostook Tel. & Tel. Co., telephone service 3.06
“ Shaw Business College, supplies...................... ‘ 8.80
“ Loring, Short & Harmon ...................................  6.35
“ C. W. Perry, ex p ress ...................................  8.43
“ L. E. Knott Ajpp. Co., laboratory supplies .. 6.41
“ Milton Bradley Co.  .......................................  28.58
“ Underwood Typewriter Co., keyboard shield .50
“ L. O. Smith Typewriter Co., supplies .............  59.50
“ J. L. Hammett & Co., supplies.......................... . 222.43
“ Fort Fairfield Review, printing .....................  12.90
“ Edw. E. Babb & Co., supplies .........................  37.95
June 12 E. E. Holt, rent deb. c o n te s t ..................... 5.00
“ Fort Fairfield Light & Power Co., electric
lights .............................................................  9.54
“ C. L. McDougal, freight and t ru c k in g ..........  15.92
“ L. C. Smith Bros. Typewriter Co., supplies.. 4.50
“ The Office Appliance Co., supp lies ...........  11.52
“ C. W. Perry, express ......................................... 5.31
“ Star Herald Publishing Co., printing ............   2.00
July 23 C. W. Perry, ex p ress ...................................  4.81
“ Howard & Brown, diplomas ............................. 8.75
W. M. Welch Mfg. Co., d ip lom as............  35.00
“ Houlton Business College, filling diplomas .. 21.00
“ E. L. D. Turner, supp lies ...........................  23.53
Milton Bradley Co., drawing paper ..............  39.27
“ Herbert L. Palmer, paper ................................. 99.35
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i i
44 Aroostook Tel. & Tel. Co., se rv ice ............. 6.73
44 Underwood Typewriter Co., ty p e w r i te r .......  27.50
* ‘ Fort Fairfield Drug Co., supplies...........  35.26
44 J. L. Hammett Co., supplies ............................  92.43
Aug. 10 Frontier Water Co., water ..............................  37.50
44 29 Scates & Co., supplies ......................................  20.10
Oct. 27 J. L. Hammett Co., supplies ....................... 16.99
44 Aroostook Tel. & Tel. Co., telephone service.. 1.46
44 Fort Fairfield Light & Power Co., lights . . . .  22.00
44 Boston Index Card Co., index cards ..............  6.75
Oliver Typewriter Co., supplies ......................  92.20
Loring, Short & Harmon, su p p lie s ........... 7.20
Fort Fairfield Review, printing ....................  34.50
Nov. 24 C. L. McDougal, freight ....................................  3.39
J. L. Hammett & Co., supplies ........................  189.04
L. C. Smith Bros., supplies ..............................  5.00
•Royal Typewriter Co., typewriter ................  25.00
Aroostook Tel. & Tel. Co., service ..................  2.44
Dec. 28 Boston Index Card Co., su pp lie s ...............  4.00
G. E. Bartlett Co., supplies ............................  .70
Aroostook Tel. & Tel. Co., telephone service 3.12
Pioneer Mfg. Co., oils and com pounds..........  14.70
Fort Fairfield Light & Power Co., lights . . . .  22.23
C. E. Glover, supplies ......................................  6.37
J. L. Hammett Co., supplies ............................  44.88
Feb. 14 The Postmaster, envelopes .. .*.................  15.80
Fort Fairfield Light & Power Co., lights . . . .  24.10
C. L. McDougal, f r e i g h t .............................  1.25
Aroostook Tel. & Tel. Co., te lep h o n e ............  2.89
American Express Co., e x p re ss .................. . 16.23
Educational Specialties ....................................   29.45
< i 














“ Frontier W ater Co......................    37.50




C. L. McDougal, f r e i g h t ..................................... 5.67
Fort Fairfield Light & Power Co,, lights . . . .  15.60
Aroostook Tel. & Tel. Co., te lep h o n e ..............  1.28
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Johnston Co., merchandise .............................   43.65
Standard Scientific Co., supplies ..................  18.95
J. L. Hammett Co., supplies ............................ 1.34
Educational Specialty Co.................................. 10.00
Scales & Co., supplies .....................................  27.05
Aroostook Tel. & Tel. Co., te lephone..............  8.71
2,034J  2
Insurance and Repairs Account
Amount from 1916 . . . , ................................................. $798.96
Amount appropriated for 1917 ..................  3,500.00
Amount of rebate, Vermont School Seat Co..............  44.38
4,343.24
Amount of town orders drawn for insurance and re- ’
pairs ................................................I..........................$3,663.00
Amount undrawn, credited town expense account . . 680.24
4,343.24
Detailed Statement of Town Orders Drawn for Insurance and
Repair Account
March 26 Jos. Findlen, labor, fitting up schoolhouse $36.39
Apr. 25 Forest Nicfkerson, team hire ....................... 5.00
Smith System Heating Co., grates ..........  17.10
Baker & Good, team hire ...............    8.50
L. K. Cary Co., merchandise ........................ 81.81
Allen Plumbing Company, grates ..............  46.00
H. O. Perry & Son, in su rance ......................  3.24
G. L. Strickland, team hire .......................... 8.00
12 W. B. Hussey, exp. on g r a te s ......................  2.80
C. L. McDougal, freight and trucking . . . .  16.21
John L. Murphy, banking schoolhouse . . . .  3.00
15 June E. Nadeau, floor oil and l a b o r   2.00
June
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July 28 Al. Fitzherbert, repairs ..................................  4.50
( \  \V. Perry, express .................................... 9.00
Vermont School Seat Co., d e s k s ..................  68.1 J
Kanstine Co., drums ....................................  6.52
J. L. Hammett Co., flag poles and heater.. 177.75
II. O. Perry & Son, insurance ....................  16.75
L. K. Cary Co., materials ............................  2.88
Aug. 10 E. J. Dorsey, team hire ................................. 1.50
“ Baker & Good, auto hire ..............................  7.00
Johnston Go., merchandise ..........................  7.SO
Pioneer Mfg. Co.. floor oils ........................  70.00
C. L. McDougal. freight ..........................  15.23
L. K. Cary Co., materials ............................  295.99
Aug. 29 Geo. Gibson, janitor ....................................... 60.00
Oct. 27 Lynn Kipp, labor and materials ...............  38.65
*“ J. L. Hammett Co., blackboard ................. 8.60
Nov. 24 S. D. Beckwith, labor and m a te r ia ls   85.50
“ L. K. Cary Co., materials .............................  110.00
“ C. L. McDougal. freight .............................. 44.58
“ Ames & Hacker, merchandise ............   7.00
“ C. L. McDougal, labor ..................................  46.25
Dec. 28 C. W. Perry, express ...................................... 12.22
C. L. McDougal, freight ................................  34.90
Richard Clark, banking building ...............  5.00
Central Supply Co., part for e n g in e   28.25
I. J. Schwartz, s a n d ........................................  1.75
Frank Smith, labor and m a te r ia l ................  81.95
H. P. Hoyt, labor ..........................................  14.00
11 Fort Fairfield. Light & Power Co., repairs 75.96
“ H. O. Perry & Son, insurance ...................... 218.40
T. M. McCrea, repairs ..................................  10.95
“ Vermont School Seat Co., desks and chairs 664.70
Feb. 14 Lynn E. Kipp, labor* and m a te r ia l ...............  30.44
Thomas Kennedy, labor ................................  2.50
Central Supply Co., repairs on e n g in e   41.35
J. L. Hammett Co., supplies ......................... 16.52
\
i
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“ Leslie E. Jones, typewriting c a b in e t   13.61
“ S. D. Beckwith, materials .............................  234.69
“ . H. 0. Perry & Son, in su rance ......................  44.60
“ The Pioneer Mfg. Co., floor s p r a y ...............  13.25
“ Smith System Heating Co., heater .............  103.00
“ Wood, Bishop & Co., two heaters ............   260.83
“ Wood, Bishop & Co., one heater ...............  130.15
“ J. B. Gray, labor ........................................... 26.00
“ H. W. Varney, labor ....................................... 166 67
“ L. K. Cary Co., merchandise .......................  112.83
3,663.00
Free Public Library Account
Amount appropriated for 1917 .................................... $1,250 00
Amount from the S t a t e .................................................... 137.80
Amount from 1916 ...................    106.99
1,494.79
• *
Amount of Town Orders Drawn for Public Library
W. T. Spear, treasurer .................................................... $1,356.99
Amount undrawn, carried to 1 9 1 8 ................................ 137.80
1,494.79
Memorial Day Expense Account
Amount appropriated for 1917 .........................................$75.00




Amount appropriated for 1917 ...................... ’...............$1,200.00
Amount of town orders drawn for street lights . .. .$1,000.00
Amount undrawn, credited town expense account... 200.00
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Tuberculosis Prevention Account
Amount appropriated lor 1917 .......................................$280.00
Amount drawn to J. J. Sullivan, t r e a s u re r ..................  280.00
Hydrant Rental Account
Amount appropriated by town for 1917 .........................$500.00
Amount of town orders drawn for same to Frontier
Water Co...........................................................................  500.00
Interest Account
Amount appropriated by town for 1917 .................... $1,900.00
Amount collected for taxes of 1 91 6 ..............................  181.50
2,081.50
Amount paid by town treasurer, no town orders
drawn ........................................................................... $3,761.66
Bridge Bond Account
Amount appropriated by town for 1 9 1 7 .......................$2,000.00
Paid by town treasurer, no town orders drawn . . . .  2,000.00
j
Brick Schoolhouse Bond Account
Amount appropriated by town for 1917 ..................... $2,000.00
Paid by town treasurer, no town orders d r a w n ..........  2,000.00
New Schoolhouse Account
Findlen District, appropriated ....................................... $2,500.00
Expended .........................................................................  $2,192.25
Amount to balance, carried to 1918 ............................... 307.75
2,500.00
\
Municipal Building1 Bond Account
Amount appropriated by town for 1 9 1 7 ....................... $1,000.00
Paid by town treasurer, no orders d r a w n ..................  1,000.00
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Hockenhull Brook Bridge Account
Amount appropriated for 1917  .....................................$2,500.00
Amount of town orders drawn for b r id g e ...................$1,333.36
Amount undrawn to balance, credited highway ac­
count ............ •............................................................•. 1,166.64
2,500.00
t
Detailed Statement of Town Orders Drawn for Hockenhull
Brook Bridge Account
Oct. 27 H. P. Hoyt, supplies ..............................................$337.76
Nov. 24 Roach Bros., labor .............................................  78.00
“ Will Gallop, labor ..............................................  96.00
Dec. 28 C. L. McDougal, l a b o r ........................................ 27.50
“ Archie Pelkey, labor ..........................................  38.50
“ Will Gallop, labor ..............................................  105.00
“ Ansel Ward, labor ............................................  35.00
“ Chas. Kalloch, labor ........................................... 129.00
“ Roach Bros., labor ............................................. 444.00
Feb. 14 H. P. Hoyt, services.............................................  42.50
1,333.36
McLaughlin Brook Culvert Account
Amount appropriated for 1917 ........................................ $800 00
Amount of town orders drawn for s a m e .................   .$440.84
Amount undrawn, credited highways a c co u n t..............  359.16
800.00
i
Detailed Statement of Town Orders Drawn for Same
Charles Kalloch, team labor .......................... ; ............... $18.00
Eastern Structural Co., steel .......................................... 204.47
Roach Bros., l a b o r ...............................................................  218.37
440.84
v
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Strickland Road Repairs Account
Amount appropriated by town for 1917 ................... $1,500.00
Amount of town orders drawn for same ..................... $112.50
Amount undrawn, credited highways account .......... 1,387.50
1,500.00
Detailed Statement of Town Orders Drawn for Same
Sam Churchill, team labor .................................................  $24.00
J. H. Somers ........................................................................  31.50
Sam Churchill ......................................................................  57.00
112.50
Right of Way Murphy Bros. District Account
4
Amount appropriated by town for 1917 ................... $1,000.00
Amount undrawn, carried to 1918 ...........................  1,000.00
Presque Isle and Gonant Roads Repair Account
Amount appropriated by town for 1917:—
For Presque Isle road ................................................. $300.00
For Conant road ............................................................  300.00
600.00
Amount undrawn and credited to highways account . .$600.00 
About these amounts were worked on these roads but 
same were charged to and appear in the general highways ac­
count.
Night Watch Account
Amount appropriated for 1917 ' ......................................... $700.00
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Amount of town orders drawn for R. B. Robinson . . . .$935.48 
Amount undrawn, carried to 1918 ..................................  64.52
1,000.00
Street and Bridge Light Account
Amount appropriated by town for 1917 ....................$1,200.00
Amount of orders drawn for same................................. $1,100.00
Amount undrawn, carried to 1918... .............................  100.00
1,200.00
/
Sanitary Toilets, Maplegrove Schoolhouse Account
Amount appropriated by town for 1917 ......................$1,000.00
Amount of town orders drawn for same to H. W. Var­
ney .....................v. .......................................................  1 ,000.00
Sanitary Toilets, Rural Districts Account
Amount appropriated by town for 1 9 1 7 ...................... $1,000.00
Amount of town orders drawn for same:—
S. D. Beckwith, labor ...........................    $250.00
G. W. Parks, materials ...................................................... 454.00
H. W. Varney, labor .......................................................... 296.00
1 ,000.00
* ii
Lighting, Heating and Ventilating Rural Schools Account
✓
Amount appropriated by the town for 1 9 1 7 ..............$5,000.00
Amount from the State ................................................  325.00
5,325.00
Amount of town orders drawn for same:—
S. D. Beckwith, labor and m a te r ia ls .............................$2,583.53
H. W. Varney, labor and m a te r ia ls ..............................  1,750.00
B. & A. R, R., f r e ig h t .......................    9.73
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<i. \V. Parks, m a te r ia ls ..........................................................  294.70
L. K. Cary (*o.. m a te r ia ls ...................................................... 400.99
Solomon Deane, materials ...................................................... 60 00
I. J. Schwartz, materials ...................................................... 126.05
Dahriel Pros,, materials ...................................................... 100.00
5,325.00
Municipal Building Account
Amount unexpended in 1916 .............................................$353.74
Amount of town orders drawn for same:—
K. \V. Stewart, electric wiring ........................................  $88.00
Fort Fairfield Light & Power Co., electric wiring . . . .  8.10
Fort Fairfield Light & Power Co., electric wiring . . . .  21.80
M. Dube, p a in t in g ......................................................  43.95
Amount undrawn to balance, credited town expense ac­
count ................................................................................  191.89
353.74
Highway Account
Amount appropriated for 1917 ................................... $12,000.00
Amount from Presque Isle and Conant Roads ac­
counts ..............................................  600.00
Amount from Gabriel Bros., old bridge p l a n k   145.00
Amount from Basil Bryant, -g rave l...........................  40.00
Amount from L. M. Freese, gravel and s a n d   367.75
Amount from H. P. Hoyt, steel ...............................  -30.00
Amount from G. W.  Currier, gravel ........................ 25.00
Amount from J. E. Bubar, g r a v e l .............................  2.80
Amount from J. Atwater, g ra v e l ...............................  33.00
13,243.55
Undrawn balance from Strickland Road repair ac­
count .............................................................................. $1,387.50
Undrawn balance from Hockenhull Bridge account 1,166.64
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Undrawn balance from McLaughlin Culvert account 359.16 













Detailed Statement of Town Orders Drawn for IJighways
March 26 C. L. McDougal, l a b o r ...........................  $24.75
P. W. Deane, labor 1916 ..............................  97.52
Apr. 25 Wm. Bolier, labor  ....................................  2.50
Wm. Lowe, labor ............................................  3.75
A. Dravinck, labor  .................................... 5.35
Ike Twaddle, l a b o r ................................  3.75
C. L. McDougal, l a b o r  *........... •.........  42.oO
Wm. Grass, repairing plow ..........................  4.50
June 12 Eli. Thibodeau, breaking winter roads . . . .  85.00
Fred Thomas, breaking winter roads . . . .  40.00
John Kelley, breaking winter roads ........  35.00
Geo. A. Parker, breaking winter roads . . . 35.00 
Wm. McNamee, breaking winter roads . . . .  20.00 
Solomon LeVasseur, breaking winter roads 50.00 
C. L. McDougal, breaking winter roads and
sidewalks  .............................................. 125.00
W. H. Haynes, breaking winter roads . . . .  60.00
G. W. Flannery, breaking winter roads and
labor ....................................... •......................  24.50
C. M. Armstrong, breaking winter roads . . 55.00
Lyman Everett, breaking winter roads . . . .  75.00
\ ___
Emery Nightingale, breaking winter roads 50.00 
Geo. A. McLauchlan, breaking winter roads 50.00 
Herbert Sawyer, breaking winter roads . . 75.00
Ohas. Jones, breaking winter roads ........
B. S. Smith, breaking winter roads ........
W. J. Flannery, breaking winter roads . . .
%
Ransford Bubar, breaking winter roads .
G. F. Ashby, breaking winter roads, repairs 80.00 
Eldwood Cogswell, breaking winter roads 65.00 
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A. W. Barker, breaking winter roads, labor 42.00
Reuben Vanding, labor ................................  20.00
e dward Everett, labor ..................................  6.00
W. H. Doughty, l a b o r ....................................  (>.00
D. W. Haines, labor ......................................  25.00
George A. Parker, l a b o r ................................  10.00
Elmer Amsden, labor ....................................  19.75
Michael deyone, labor ..................................  10.00
‘* Sam Colbath, labor ........................................  200
C  L. McDougal, labor ..................................  25.00
J. B. Williams, team labor ...........................  52.50
Hoy Barnes, team labor ..............................  81.50
H. A. Johnston, team l a b o r ..........................  41.00
John Cahill, team labor ................................  13.25
Archie Pelkey, labor ....................................  41.25
June 13 Ed. Levesque, labor ......................................  91.50
George Pelkey, labor ....................................  43.50
Isaac Buxton, l a b o r ........................................  34.50
Tom Redman, labor ........................................  19.50
Elton Rogers, labor ......................................  1.25
44 George Kelley, labor ........................................  25.50
44 Charles Drost, labor ........................................  2.50
Andrew Dravinck, labor  ..........................  1.25
44 ) Archie Pelkey, labor ..................................... 18.00
44 Wm. Neathwav, l a b o r ...................................... 1.60
44 R. A. Shaw, l a b o r .............................................. 42.50
4 4 Gabriel Bros., lumber .....................................1,605.15
-Tune 15 Roy Barnes, team labor ................................. 18.00
44 George McKinney, team labor ....................  21 00
44 B. A. Loane, team labor ................................ 6.00
44 Marshall Lovejoy, team l a b o r .......................  18.00
44 Isaac Buxton, labor  .................................... 18.00
44 Charles Thibodeau, l a b o r ................................ 16.50
44 Harry Hallowell labor ...........................  16.50
44 Archie Pelkev, labor .........................   18.00t '  /
44 George Pelkey, labor ...................................... 18.00
44 J. E. Roach, labor ...................................     26.25
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George Kelley, labor .................................... 15.00
Ed. Levesque, l a b o r .................................  18.00
P. E. Knight, labor ........................................ 3.50
Levi Gulliver, plank and lumber ..............  5.00
Hopkins Bros., breaking winter roads . . . .  50.00
Levi Gulliver, breaking winter roads ........  85.00
Prank Averill, breaking winter r o a d s   25.00
L. R. Seeley, breaking winter r o a d s .....  105.00
Fred L. Philbrick, breaking winter roads . . 72.00
Thomas Dorsey, labor ....................................  2.00
Albert Fitzherbert, labor ..............................  20.00
24 John Cahill, team labor, village ................  5^.00
J. B. Williams, team labor, v i l la g e ..............  177.00
Mrs. Ellen McShea, team labor, village . . . .  36.00
George McKinney, team labor, village . . . .  39.00
Roy Barnes, team labor, village ................... - 31.50
Marshall Lovejoy, labor, v i l la g e ..................  31.50
George Pelkey, labor, village ....................  33.00
C. L. M'cDougal, labor, v i l lag e   152.10 1
Charles Thibodeau, labor, village . . *........  31.50
Isaac Buxton, labor, v i l la g e ..........................  24.00
Ed. Levesque, labor, village ......................  33.00
Harry Hallowell, labor, village ..................  31.50
George Kelley, labor, village ....................    27.00
Archie Pelkey, labor, v i l la g e ........................  31.50
Ted Chassa, labor, village ..........................  19.50
Jules Boulier, labor, village .........................  15.00
24 J. B. Williams, team labor, north ...............  106.50
24 Sterling White, team labor, north ...............  13.50
24 J. A. McKinney, team labor, n o r t h ............. 76.50
24 Clinton White, team labor, north ................ 39.00
24 F. A. Morrow, labor, north ............................ 6.00
24 Frank Glew, labor, north ...........................  3.50
24 Ed. Levesque/labor, north .........................  9.00
24 Charles Hutcheon, repairs, north ...............  6.00
24 Cash Clark, team labor, n o r t h .....................  15.00
24 Harry Hallowell, labor, n o r t h ....................... 12.00
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21 Ralph Daigle, labor, north .............................  4.00
24 Ted Lavway, labor,.north ............................... 5.00
24 Leonard Fisher, labor, north .........................  4.00
24 Charles Thibodeau, labor, north..... ....................40.00
24 Antone Schwartz, labor, north ....................  4.50
24 *1. A. McKinney, labor, n o r t h ........................ 7.50
24 Wm. Campbell, labor, north ..........................  9.00
24 Isaac Buxton, labor, north ...............................22.50
24 Ted Chassa, labor, north .............................. 12.00
24 Frank Brown, repairing road machine . . . .  3.75
24 Archie Pelkey, labor, north ............................ 9.00
24 George Kelley, labor, north ............................ 28.50
24 George Pelkey, labor, north ............................ 4.50
24 J. W. Everett, labor, north ............................ 91.00
24 Sam Russell, team labor, south ............... 58.50
“ -24 Roy Barnes, team labor, south ......................  22.50
24 Mrs. Ellen MeShea, team labor, south . . . .  9.00
24 Albert Fitzherbert, team labor, south .......  9.00
“ 24 Romey Dor^v, team labor, south ................  82.50
“ 24 Dan Simmons, team labor, s o u t h ....................  27.00
24 F. 0. Ames, team labor, south ...................  33.00
“  24 H. F. Haines, team labor, s o u th .................... 24.00
“ 24 B. L. Haines, team labor, south ..................  36.00
“ 24 George Pelkey, labor, south .........................  6.00
“ 24 George Pelkey, labor, south ........................  21.00
“ 24 Jules Boulier, labor, south .............................  8.60
“ 24 Isaac Buxton, labor, south .............................  6.C0
“ 24 Archie Pelkey, labor, south ..........................  21.00
“ 24 Ed. Levesque, labor, south ..............................  22.50
“ 24 S. L. Estabrook, labor, s o u t h ..........................  3.00
“  24 Mrs. J. Greenier, board ..................................  23.00
“ 24 R. R. Clark, labor, s o u t h ...............................   29.75
“ 24 Harrv Hallowell labor, south . . . ; ................ 15.001 ' /  7
“ 24 Dan Simmons, labor, south ............................  3.00
“ 24 James McKinney, labor, s o u t h ........................ 63.75
“ 24 Ira Walls, labor, south ....................................  12 37
“ 24 Mrs. B. Clark, board ........................................  8.00
r
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‘ 24 E. M. Waldron, labor, south, ........................  40.00
“ 24 F. H. Haines, labor,,south ............................. 12.00
“ 24 William Harlow, labor, south .......................  70.00
“ 24 D. W. Haines, labor, south ...........................  28.00*
“ 24 P. J. Parker, labor, south ..............................  18 00
“ 24 D. W. Haines, breaking winter r o a d s   65 00 .
“ 24 B. F. Parker, breaking winter r o a d s   40.00
“ 24* Tom Clark, breaking winter roads ...............  75.00
“ 24 Gabriel Bros., plank ................................................5.76
Aug. 10 T. H. Clark, team labor, north .....................  42.00
“ 10 Joseph Devoe, team labor, n o r t h ...................  48.50
“ 10 Wm. Ames, team labor, north .......................  30.00
“ 10 G. H. Goodrich, team labor, north ................ 22.50
“ 10 Otis Amies, team labor, north ........................ 30.00
“ 10 John McNamee, labor, north .........................  9.00
“ 10 Willie Flannery, labor, north .............    20.00
“ 10 Fay Rogers, labor, n o r t h ...........................   4.00
“ 10 Tom Flannery, labor, north ............ ; ...........  29.50
“ 10 I. E. Kil coll ins, labor, n o r t h ............................ 4.50
“ 10 G. A. McLaughlin, team labor, south ...........  25.50
‘ ‘ 10 A. G. Cottle, team labor, s o u th .......................  49.50
“ 10 P. J. Parker, labor, south .............................  13.50
•“ 10 William Haynes, labor, south ........................ 120.50
“ 10 C. L. McDougal, labor, village ...................... 39.75
“ 10 Fred Boulier, labor, village .........................  13.50
“ 10 Fred Boulier, labor, village .•.......................  12.00
“ 10 John Cahill, team labor, village ...................  57.00
10 L. M. Freese, labor, v i l la g e .............................. 300.00
“ 10 B. F. Parker, breaking winter r o a d s   5.00
“ 10 John Barnes, breaking winter roads ...........  17.60
. “ 29. C. J. Danboise, team labor ............................ 72.00
“ 29 Sam Russell, team labor ................................  27.00
“ 29 Eddie Dorsey, team, labor ..............................  34.50
“ 29 Romey Dorsey, team labor ..............................  22.50
‘ ‘ 29 Sam Colbath, team l a b o r .................................. 63.00
£< 29 Henry Trask, team l a b o r .................................. 60.00
“ 29 Romey Dorsey, team labor ............................  69.00
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29 Roy Barnes. team la b o r ..................................  22.50*
29 W. J. Maines, team labor ..............................  20.00
2*2 .John Cahill, team l a b o r .................................  17.50
20 H. A. Johnston, team labor ............................  12.00
20 Herbert Cloney, team labor ............................ 7.50
20 Frank G. Clark, team l a b o r ............................  00.00
29 Otis Morrow, team labor .............................. 4.50
29 Walter McKinney, team l a b o r ...................... 15.00
29 J. A. Emery, team labor ...............................  102.95
29 Mrs. Nellie Haley, labor ..............................  22.50
2!) H  A  Darkis. labor ........................................  54.00
29 Fred Boulier, labor ......................................  37.50
29 Wm. Campbell, labor .................................... 21.00
29 George Pelkey, labor ...................................... 21.00
29 Isaac Buxton, labor ........................................  21.00
29 Archie Pelkey, labor ........................................ 21.00
29 Charles Thibodeau, labor .............................. 15.75
29 Fred Farley, labor .........................................  20.04
29 Robert Burns, labor ...........•............................. 21.00
"  29 W. S. Perham, labor .......................................  21.00
29 Joe Campbell, labor .......................................  21.00
29 R. S. Johnston, l a b o r ................................... . .  19.00
29 Ed. Levesque, labor .......................................  14.00
44 29 G. F. Ashby, labor ...........................................  4.25
44 29 Joe Cyr, labor ...................................................  2.50
29 Charles Leith, labor .........................................  12.50
“  29 L. R. Seeley, labor ...........................................  46.50
“ 29 Harry Goodrich, labor ...................................  52.50
“ 29 P. J* Parker, labor ................   37.00
“ 29 Michael Deyone, l a b o r .....................................  31.00
“ 29 Jesse Fitzherbert, labor ...............................  39^50
“ 29 A. W. Barker, labor    ...................................  63.35
“ 29 Solomon Deane, labor .....................................  60.00
29 C. L. McDougal, labor .................................  54.00
“ 29 Fred Everett, labor .........................................  35.00
“  29 L. M. Freese, labor, sidewalks.......................  650.00
Sept. 15 Guy U. Maines, team l a b o r ............................  27.00
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15 Charles Kalloch, team labor .......................  42.00
15 F. 0. Osborne, team l a b o r .............................  71.86
15 • Mrs. H. Darkis, team labor .........................  48.00
15 S. L. Estabrook, team labor .........................  6.00
15 Frank Kimball, team l a b o r ...........................  3.00
15 Wm. Gallop, team labor .............................  36.00
15 J. B. Williams, team labor ...........................  69.00
15 Isaac Buxton, labor .......................................  40.25
15 Fred Tardy, labor .....................   17.50
15 G. L. Strickland, l a b o r ...................................  96.00
15 William Campbell, labor ...............................  40.25
15 Dan Simmons, team labor ...........................  ^65.12
15 Charles Thibodeau, labor .............................  38.50
15 Robert Burns, labor .......................................  36.75
15 Jos. Campbell, labor .....................................  35.00
15 Roy Barnes, labor .........................................  66.00
15 Fred Boulier, l a b o r  :  ............................  43.75
15 George Pelkey, labor .....................................  29.75
15 Archie Pelkey, labor .....................................  36.75
15 Glenn Nickelson, labor .................................  14.00
15 Wm. Gallop, labor .......................................  47.00
15 C. M. Waldron, labor .....................................  50.00
15 Sam Lovely, labor .........................................  73.00
15 E. L. Bubar, l a b o r ...........................................  90.75
15 Lizzie Kimball, labor ...................................   15.75
15 IT. Trask, labor .............   33.00
15 Grant Hunt, labor .......................................... 34.75
15 J. B. Williams, labor .....................................  63.00
15 Fred Butler, labor .........................................  3.50
15 John Toner, labor ...............   18.00
15 P. E. Flannery, labor ...................................  21.75
15 Joe Greenier, labor .......................................  93.75
15 Tom Leith, labor ............................................ 6.00
15 Frank Osborne, labor .................................... 9.00
15 Charles Kalloch, labor .................................... 27.00
*
15 William LeVasseur, labor ............................ 44.60
15 Frank White, labor .......................................  18.00
f
i
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15 Charles Everett, labor ...................................  40.00
15 Mrs. McShea, l a b o r .........................................  24.00
15 Charles Grant, labor .......................................  12.00
15 Fred Farley. labor .........................................  19.25
15 W. S. Perham, labor .....................................  19.25
15 H  C  B a rn e s  l a b o r .........................................  59.00
15 William Higgins, labor ................................. 22.50
15 Roscoe burtchell, labor ..................................  14.00
15 Murphy bros., labor .....................................  126.25
15 Tom Dorsey, l a b o r ...........................................  90.00
15 William Higgins, Jr., l a b o r ...........................  26.50
15 Peter Christenson, labor ...............................  30.00
“ 15 C. M. Blaisdell. l a b o r ......................................  2.00
4* 15 William Harlow, l a b o r ....................................  20.00
15 F. D. llavnes, l a b o r .........................................  12.00% 7
15 Frank White, labor .........  39.00
15 G. H. Foss, l a b o r .............................................  54.00
15 John MeXamee, labor ................................... 21.75
15 Tom Flannery, labor .....................................  45.00%
44 15 Howard Todd, l a b o r .......................................... 24.00
44 15 P. J. Parker, l a b o r ............................................  12.00
15 James Rediker, labor .................................... 30.00
4fc 15 Peter Christenson, labor .................................. 55.00
15 L. M. Freese, labor, s id ew alk s ...................... 700.00
Oct. 6 Mrs. Earl Everett, board ................................  40.00
k4 6 Ed. Giggey, labor .............................................  12.00
6 G. M. Sabirn, l a b o r .................. ; ...................... 97.00
44 6 Howard Thibeau, labor ...................................  36.00
6 E. H. Cogswell, l a b o r ...................................... 3.00
44 6 Fred Farley, labor ...........................................  21.00
6 John Cahill, labor ...........................................  3.00
4 4 6 John Manter, l a b o r ...........................................  2.00
6 0. S. Higgins, l a b o r .......................................... 26.25
4 4 6 II. L. Stevens, labor    ...................................  549.00
4 4 6 Rob Burns, labor .............................................  17.50
6 C. W. Churchill, l a b o r .....................................  21.00
6 William Gallop, l a b o r .....................................  69.00
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‘ 6 William Campbell, labor ................................. 61.25
4 6 6 . L. Strickland, labor ...................................  96.00
14 6 Archie Pelkev, labor .......................................  30.50
4 6 Ike Buxton, labor ............................................. 28.35
4 4 6 Charles Kalloch, labor ...................................  165.00
44 6 E. J. Giggey, labor ........................................... 12.00
4 4 6 P. J. Parker, labor ...........................................  9.00
44 6 C. L. McDougal, l a b o r .....................................  81.55.
4 4 6 Willie Flannery, labor ...................................  3.00
6 F. Fisher, labor ............................................. . 66.00
4 4 6 James D. Locke, labor ...................................  13.00
4 4 6 Nellie Hafey, l a b o r ...........................................  7.50
4 4 6 R. Bubar, labor ..........................................  125.00
4 4 6 William LeVasseur, labor ...............................  15.00
4 4 6 R. S. Davis, labor ..................    20.00
4 4 6 Gabriel Bros., labor ...........   125.33
4 4 6 L. M. Freese,'labor, s idew alks.........................1,334.55
44 27 William Campbell, labor, sidewalks .............  17.50
44 27 Ira Walls, labor ...............................................  3.88
44 27 Dan Simmons, l a b o r .........................     4.75
44 27 A. T. Hoyt, l a b o r ...............................................  3.00
4 4 27 William Gallop, labor ...................................... 48.00
4 4 27 Ruel A. Shaw, labor ........................................ 27.50
4 4 27 F. L. Parks, labor ............................................ 1.00
44 27 Charles Fisher, labor .....................................  144.00
44 27 G. L. Srickland, labor .....................................  45.00
44 27 Ira D. Reynolds, l a b o r .....................................  69.70
4 4 27 Roach Bros., labor ............................................  29.50
44 27 Ansel Ward, labor ............................................ 15.75
4 4 27 G. L. Strickland, labor ....................................  30.00
44 27 G. W. Currier, team l a b o r ................  468.00
44 27 Ed. Schwartz, labor ..........................................  7.00
44 27 C. L. McDougal, l a b o r ......................................  31.00
44 27 Ed. Knight, labor ..............................................  35.00
4 4 27 Albion Spinney, labor .....................................  65.00
44 27 R. L. Plummer, l a b o r .......................................  30.00
4 4 27 Ames & Hacker, m a te r ia ls ...............................  319.98
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“ 27 R. A. Shaw, team l a b o r ....................................  12.00
“ 27 G. L. Strickland, labor ....................................  69.00
“ 27 Isaac Gonant, l a b o r ...........................................  31.50
“ 27 Levi Gulliver, gravel .......................................  7.00
“ 27 L. M. Goodrich, labor  .............................  2.50
“ 27 C. M. Waldron, l a b o r .......................  27.50
“ 27 Ansel Ward, l a b o r .............................................  15.75
li 27 John Fraser, labor ..............................   66.00
“ 27 D. M. Conant, labor v.,......................................  3.00
u 27 J. E. Kennedy, team l a b o r ..............................  76.00
“ 27 Peter C. Murphy, team l a b o r .........................  31.50
“ 27 Charles Kalloch, labor ...................................  117.00
“ 27 James McGarrigle, labor ...............................  144.88
“ 27 Ben Parker, labor ...........................................  7.25
“ 27 Frank Shannon, team labor ...........................  8.00
“ 27 G. W. Flannery, team l a b o r ............................  10.00
“ 27 John Cody, labor .............................................  306.00
“ 27 George Summerson, labor .............................  10.00
“  27 Tom Leith, labor ...............................................  4.00
“ 27 Mike Deyone, labor ..........................................  40.00
“ 27 C. E. Hill, merchandise ..................................  17.80
“ 27 T. M. McCrea, materials .................................   12.03
“ 27 S. Nightingale & Son, m a te r ia ls ..........................4.89
“  27 D. W. Haines, labor .................. 8.................... 40.50
“  27 J. G. Paul, materials ........................................ 49.90
“ 27 C. L. McDougal, labor ....................................  34.00
“ 27 Wm. Burts ell, labor ...................   54.00
“ 27 Wm. Haynes, labor ■............................................ 18.00
“ 27 Nt. East Met. Culvert Co., culverts ............ 1,378.11
Dec. 28 Jack Everett, breaking winter roads  ..........  19.20
“  28 John Cahill, labor ...........................................  6.00
“ 28 C. L. McDougal, l a b o r .....................................  43.75
28 F. E. Southard, breaking winter roads . . . .  15.00
“ 28 G. W. Currier, labor .......................................  261.00
“ 28 Wm. Haynes, plow .........................................  11.00
“ 28 J. E. Amsden, labor .......................................  9.00
“  28 Tom Houghton, labor .....................................  88.50
“ 28 Randolph Brown, labor ...................................  2.00
“ 28 Murphy Bros., l a b o r .........................................  39.00
“ 28 Edmund Argraves, labor ...............................  3.00
“ 28 Edwin Sirois, labor .........................................  10.00
“ 28 Lyman Everett, l a b o r .......................................  15.00
“ 28 Ike Buxton, labor ,............    51.55
“ 28 Adolph Whitmore, board ...............   31.00
“ 28 F. C. Ames, team labor .................................  3.00
“ 28 H. W. Trafton, g ra v e l .......................................  543.18
“ 28 H. O. Nickerson, team l a b o r ...........................  20.00
“ 28 G. L. Strickland, labor .....................................^18.00
“ 28 Blanchard Clark, labor .................  18.75
“ 28 P. W. Deane, materials ...................................  70.23
Feb. 14 Basil Bryant, team l a b o r .................................  18.00
“ 14 C. H. Armstrong, labor .................................... 3.75
“ 14 Wallace A. Johnston, team labor ................ 9.00
“ 14 W. R. Conant, labor .......................................  12.00i *
“ 14 Jos. Fisher, gravel ...................................   . . .  22.80
“ 14 Luther Bvant, team labor .............................. 24.00
“ 14 E. Watson, team labor .................................... 24.25
“ 14 Geo. P. Findlen, labor and g r a v e l .................. 35.80
“ 14 D. F. Doughty ,labor .......................................  11.00
“ 14 C. J. Knight, labor ............................................ 12.00
“ 14 I. J. Schwartz, g ra v e l ........................................ 7.00
“ 20 W. H. Wright, team l a b o r ................................ 16.50
“ 20 L. E. Kipp, gravel ...........................................  20.00
“ 20 C. L. McDougal, l a b o r ...................................... 130.50
20 Isabell McIntosh, labor ..................................  26.50
“ 20 Geo. H. Stone, labor ........................................ 43.00
“ 20 H. S. Blaisdell, labor .......................................  9.50
“ 20 Hopkins Bros., labor .......................................  112.50
“ 20 Fred Thomas, labor .........................................  1.50
“ 20 William Grass, l a b o r .........................................  5.00
“ 20 J. C. Foster, labor ...........................................  27.00
“ 20 Charles Leith, l a b o r ...........................................  12.00
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21,512.28
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State Aid Highway Account
Amount appropriated by town for 1917 .....................$2,000.00;
Amount from the State ..................................................  1,091.69
3,091.69 '
Amount of town orders drawn for same . . ' .................$2,778.06-




Detailed Statement of Town Orders Drawn for State Aid
Highway Account
July 24 Archie Pelletier, l a b o r ................ , .................... $13.50
“ 24 E. Levesque, team labor .................................  27.00
“ 24 Allen Holmes, team l a b o r ...............................  9.00
“ 24 Allen Holmes, stone .........................................  7.00
“ 24 Charles Thibodeau, labor .....................  '1 3 .5 0
“ 24 Joseph Campbell, labor ...................................  4.50
“  24 Geo. Kelley, labor .............................................  13.50
“ 24 Wm. Campbell, l a b o r ............................    13.50
“ 24 Harry Hallowell, labor  .................  13.50
“ 24 Robert Burns, labor .........................................  4.50
“ 24 Isaac Buxton, labor .........................................  13.50
“ 24 Geo. Pelletier, labor .......................................... 13.50
Aug. 10 Allen Holmes, team labor ...............................  9.00
“ 10 C. J. Knight, team labor , ...........................      66.00
“ 10 Arthur McDonald, team l a b o r .......................  27.00
“ 10 Ed. Levesque, team l a b o r ...............................  108.00
“ 10 George Lundy, team labor .............................  135.00
“ 10 Wm. J. Maines, team l a b o r .............................  132.00
“ 10 Clinton Doak, labor ........................................ 36.00
“  10 Sam Sirois, labor .............................................. 9.00
“ 10 J. B. Williams, team l a b o r .............................  117.00
“ 10 Joseph Campbell, labor ...................................  52.50
“ 10 Wm. Campbell, labor .......................................  54.00
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“ 10 Remi Sirois, labor .............................................  46.50
“ 10 Robt. Burns, labor  . 54.00
“ 10 Archie Pelletier, labor ...................................  63.00
“ 10 Geo. Kelley, labor ...........................................  42.00
“ 10 Chas. Thibodeau, labor ..................................  54.00
“ 10 Isaac Buxton, labor ........................................  39.00
“ 10 Harry Hallowell, labor ..................................  39.00
“ 10 George Pelletier, labor ................................... 54.00
“ 10 N. Nichols, stone ............................................. 24.50
“ 10 M. McCarron, stone ....................................... 66.50
“ 10 Gabriel Bros., lu m b e r ....................................7=f. 53.80
“ 29 H. A. Johnston, team labor ........................... 30.00
“ 29 Wm. J. Maines, team labor ........................... 30.00
“ 29 Fream Fisher, team l a b o r ........................... . .  66.00
‘ ‘ 29 Burt McMann, team l a b o r ............................... 12.00
“ 29 Chas. J. Knight, team labor .........................  69.00
<£ 29 Chas. Kalloch, team l a b o r ...............................  27.00
“ 29 Mrs. Jos. Fisher, team labor .........................  12.00
“ 29 Henry Trask, team labor ...............................  12.00
“ 29 Clinton White, team labor .............................  72.00
“ 29 Wm. Gallupe, team labor ...............................  36.00
“ 29 Wm. Dumond, team l a b o r ...............................  18.00
“ 29 Edmund Levesque, team l a b o r .......................  45.00
“ 29 George Lundy, team labor .............................  45.00
“ 29 Joseph Campbell, labor ..............    21.00
“ 29 Isaac Buxton, labor .........................................  21.00
“ 29 Wm. Campbell, labor .......................................  21.00
“ 29 Robert Burns, labor .......................................  21.00
£‘ 29 Archie Pelletier, labor ...................................  21.00
“ 29 Charles Thibodeau, labor ...............................  21.00
“ 29 George Pelletier, l a b o r .....................................  21.00
“ 29 Harry Hallowell, labor .................................  6.001
“ 29 B. S. Smith, cement .........................................  12.00
£< 29 Edmund Schwartz, g r a v e l ...............................  18.25
“ 29 Mrs. Alice Fisher, gravel ...............................  86.69
£< 29 Wm. Dumond, team labor, p a t r o l .................  18.00
•“ 29 Wm. Maines, team labor, patrol ...................  21.00
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44 29 Roy Barnes, team labor, patrol  ................ 10.50.
44 29 Wm. Gallupe, team labor, patrol .................. 24.00
44 29 F. Fisher, team labor, patrol .........................  18.00
4 4 29 Geo. Pelkey, labor, patrol .............................   14.00
44 29 Wm. Campbell, labor, patrol .......................  14.00
44 29 Ed Levesque, labor, patrol ..........................  13.25
44 29 Isaac Buxton, labor, patrol ............................  14.00
44 29 Archie Pelletier, labor, patrol .......................  14.00
44 29 Fred Boulier, labor, p a t r o l   .................  20.00
4 4 29 Joe Campbell, labor, patrol . . ' ....................... 14.00
4 4 29 Robert Burns, labor, patrol ............................  10.50
44 29 Charles Thibodeau, labor, p a t r o l ...................  14.00
Sept. 15 George Currier, team labor . . . . . . ..................  6.00
44 15 J. B. Williams, team la b o r ...............................  51.00
44 15 J. B. Williams, team labor, p a t r o l ..............  47.50
44 15 Frank Osborne, team labor, p a t r o l ............... 27.00
44 15 G. H. Foss, labor, patrol ...............................  9.00
Oct. 27 Ames & Hacker, c e m e n t .................................  36.57
44 27 H. D. Stevens, stone  ................................... 5.50
44 27 C. J. Knight, fo re m a n ..................................... 204.00
2,778.06
PAUPER ACCOUNT
Amount appropriated by the town for 1 9 1 7 ............... $3,000.00
Amount from the State ............   820.59
Amount from C a r ib o u ....................................................  46.54
Amount from A. Nickerson ........................................ 3.00
I
3,870.13
Amount overdrawn, charged to town expense account 89.52
3,959.65
9
Amount of town orders drawn for s a m e ....................... $3,959.65
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Detailed Statement of Town Orders Drawn for Pauper Account
Mar. 26 W. F. Churchill, supplies, N. K e l ly   $27.05
“ 26 W. F. Churchill, supplies, Bert O’Hara . . . .  9.39
“ 26 R. J. McKee, board, Mary E v e r e t t ............... 20.00
“ 26 Grand Isle, board, Joe LeVasseur ...............  107.50
4 4 26 Mrs. Robt. Lane, board, Rubb Hitchcock .. 10.00
“ 26 Susan Kelley, board, George E m erson   94.50
“ 26 Frank Holton, wood, N. Kelley ...................  2.50
“ 26 Frank Holton, wood, P. Boulier ...................  2.75
26 C. L. McDougal, wood, K e l le y ......................  5.00
“ 26 C. L. McDougal, wood, Ambrose Nickersofr 3.00
“ 26 Mrs. Stephen Brown, board, All Flannery 5.00
“ 26 J. K. Plummer, moving M. Knowles family 15.00
0
“ 26 Jos. Barnes, moving M. Knowles family .. 15.00
k‘ 26 M. Knowles, transportation .........................  5.00
Apr. 10 Mrs. R. A. Lane, board, Rubb Hitchcock .. 7.50
“ 10 W. F. Churchill, supplies, O’H a r a ............... 19.85
“ 10 Hopkins Bros., supplies, Matilda Scott . . . .  33.33
“ 10 W. F. Churchill, supplies, Kelley family .. 31.51
“ 10 Presque Isle, board, D. Rock .......................  48.00
“ 10 R. J. McKee, board, Mary E v e r e t t ...............  10.00
“ 10 Addie Rogers, board, W. Dionne .................  10.50
“ 10 John E. Scott, board, James C ro s s ............... 31.50
“ 10 C. L. McDougal, wood, P. Boulier ...............  4.00
“ 10 K. C. Haycock & Co., burial expense, Stella
B ro w n .............................................................. 41.25
“ 10 K. C. Haycock, & Co., burial expense, Mrs.
W. Chambers ................................................ 48.50
June 13 R. J. McKee, board, Mary E v e r e t t ...............  45.00
“ 13 R. J. McKee, clothing, Mary Everett . . . .  5.00
“ 13 John E. Scott, board, J. C ro s s .......... 3.50
“ 13 Gabriel Bros., rubbers, J. Cross  .................  3.50
“ 13 Lowery Clothing Co., clothing, G. Emerson 12.00
“ 13 Susan Kelley, board, G. Emerson ...............  28.00
“ 13 Len Achorn, clothing, Jane Smith ...................  5.24
“ 13 Mrs. Jas. Smith, board, Hitchcock child ..  7.50
“ 13 Mrs. Robt. Lane, board, Hitchcock child ..  7.50
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k‘ 13 Louis Bernstein, hat, Hitchcock child . . . .  1.25
13 C. L. McDougal, wood, P. B o u lie r ..............  3.50
“ 13 C. L. McDougal, wood, Kelley fa m i ly   4.00
13 W. F. Churchill, supplies, Kelley family j . . 12.51 
“ 13 W. F. Churchill, supplies, M. Theriault
family .............................................................. 15.00
“ 13 Lower}' Clothing Co., clothing, Guy Lajoie 18.55
“ 13 Fred L. Moreau, board, Lajoie children . . . .  31.50
“ 14 Fred Moreau, board, Lajoie c h i ld re n   18.00
July 24 R. J. McKee, board, Mary Everett \..............  30.00
“ 24 D. D. Webber, clothing, B. Lajoie ...............  10.06
“ 24 Fred A. Moreau, board, Lajoie children . .  31.50
‘ ‘ 24 Addie Rogers, board, Jane Smith ..............  42.00
“ 24 Addie Rogers, board, All Flannery . . . . . .  56.00
“  24 G. E. Bartlett Co., clothing, Mary Everett . .  4.37
“ 24 G. E. Bartlett Co., clothing, P. B o u lie r   7.40
“ 24 Mrs. Jas. Smyth, board, Hitchcock child .. 14.66
“ 24 G. E. Bartlett Co., clothing, Hitchcock child 3.32
“  24 C. L. McDougal, wood, P. B o u l ie r ...............  3.50
“ 24 Hopkins Bros., supplies, M. Scott ...............  27.93
“ 24 Town of Presque Isle, board, David Rock .. 67.50
Aug. 10 R. J. McKee, board, Mary E v e re t t  .................  10.00
“ 10 C. L. McDougal, wood, P. B o u l ie r ..............  4.50
“ 10 G. W. Parks & Son, rent, Kelle}r family . . . .  32.00
“ 10 Fred A. Moreau, board, Lajoie children . .  42.00
“  10 Lowery Clothing Co., clothing, Lajoie chil­
dren ........................................  5.50
“ 10 Lowery Clothing Co., clothing, Paul Boulier 6.75
“ 10 K. C. Haycock, burial, Davenport children 63.75
“ 29 Addie Rogers, board, Jas. Cross ................  59.50
“ 29 Fred Moreau, board, Lajoie c h i ld re n   52.50
“ 29 R. J. McKee, board, Mary E v e r e t t ..............  20.00
“ 29 Riverside Cem. Cor., burial, Sarah Morrell 4.00
Sept. 15 Fort Fairfield Hospital, care Auto Davenport 37.50 
u 15 Fort Fairfield Hospital, care Lizzie Seder-
quest ................................................................. 99.00
“ 15 Susie Parker, care Florence Henderson . . . .  24.00

































L. Bernstein, hat, Bertha L a jo ie ..................  2.00
R. J. McKee, board, Mary E v e r e t t ..............  10.00
Fort Fairfield Drug Co., drugs, Paul Boulier 1.00
Fred Moreau, board, Lajoie ch ild ren   31.50
City of Waterville, supplies, Frank Perry ..  51.06
K. C. Haycock, burial, Frank Chambers . . 48.25
R. J. McKee, board, Mary E v e r e t t ..............  10.00
Hopkins Bros., supplies, P. Boulier ..........  164.45
Hopkins Bros., supplies, M. S c o t t ...............  23.99
C. L. McDougal, wood, P. B o u lie r ..............  14.00
Town of Presque Isle, board, David Rock .. 54.00
Fred Moreau, board, Lajoie children . . 7 . . .  27.00
W. W. Boyer, rent, Bert Parker ................  96.00
S. M. Parker, care Florence Henderson .. 52.80
R. J. McKee, board, Mary E v e r e t t ..............  28.00
Susan Kelley, board, Geo. E m e rso n ............  35.00
G. W. Parks, rent, Mrs. K e lley ......................  12.00
t
C. L. McDougal, stove, Paul B o u l ie r   6.00
Lowery Clothing Co., clothing, Lajoie chil­
dren .................................................................. 18.25
Fred A. Moreau, board, Lajoie children . . . .  39.00
Susan Kelley, clothing, Geo. E m e rso n   15.00
Lowery Clothing Co., clothing, Paul Boulier 13.75 
G. E. Bartlett Co., clothing, Herbert Cham­
bers .................................................................. 10.76
G. E. Bartlett Co., clothing, Paul Boulier . . 10.66
R. J. McKee, board, Mary E v e r e t t ..............  28.00
Addie Rogers, board, Jas. Cross and Jane
Smith .............................................................. 72.00
Fort Fairfield Dry Goods Co., clothing,
Bertha Lajoie ................................................  4.88
C. L. McDougal, fuel, P. Boulier ................  4.75
Fred Moreau, board, Lajoie c h ild re n   39.00
W. P. Hutchins, care of Eunice Davenport 12.00 
Fort Fairfield Hospital, care of Mrs. John
Gormley    36 00
Elizabeth Morrison, board, Delia Gormley 16.00
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44 28 A. P. Libby, rent, Paul Boulier ...................  147.00
“ 28 Gabriel Bros., clothing, Paul B o u lie r   22.78
44 28 Gabriel Bros., clothing, Mrs. Herb. Chambers 8.70
44 28 Mrs. Darius Hagerman, board, Clayton Grant 20.00
44 28 S. M. Parker, care of Mrs. H. L in d se y   76.75
44 28 R. J. McKee, board and care, Mary Everett 56.00
Dec. 29 Fred Moreau, board, Lajoie c h ild re n   39.00
Feb. 14 Hopkins Bros., supplies, Matilda Scott . . . .  22.99
44 14 Bert Parker, moving Kelley family ............  .75
4-4 14 C. L. McDougal, fuel, P. B o u lie r ....................  15.00
44 14 Lowery Clothing Co., clothing, P. Boulier. . 6.90
44 14 Town of Presque Isle, board, D. R o c k   73.15
44 14 Milford Palmer, fuel, Frank Chambers . . . .  15.00
44 14 Addie Rogers, board, Jane Smith  ..........  40.00
44 14 K. C. Haycock & Co., su p p lie s ........................  4.50
44 14 R. J. McKee, board, Mary E v e r e t t ................ 84.00
44 14 W. F. Churchill, supplies, Kelley family . .  5.97
44 14 W. F. Churchill, supplies, Davenport family 23.34
44 14 W. F. Churchill, supplies, Mrs. Chambers . .  7.73
44 20 R. J. McKee, board, Mary E v e r e t t ................ 42.00
44 20 S. M. Parker, care Kelley f a m i ly .................. 88.35
44 20 W. F. Churchill, supplies, Mrs. Chambers . .  .4.82
44 20 W. W. Boyer, wood, Kelley f a m i ly   45.00
44 20 W. W. Boyer, wood, Mrs. Chambers  ____  15.00
44 20 Boyd Bros., supplies, G. N. D r o s t .................. 137.98
44 20 Gabriel Bros., clothing, Paul Boulier ......... 11.00
44 20 Gabriel Bros., clothing, Kelley family . . . .  .75
44 20 W. P. Hutchins, care Mary G reen ie r   68.70
44 20 H. F. Kalloch, professional services, Lane
child ................................................................. 1.50
44 20 Fort Fairfield Drug Co., medicine, Mary
Everett ............................................................. 4.40
44 20 A. L. Sawyer, professional services, Mrs.
Henderson ................  21.00
44 20 A. L. Sawyer, professional services, Mary
Everett ...........................................................  4.50
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44 20 W. G. Chamberlain, professional services,
Mrs. Henderson ...................................................4.00
44 20 W. G. Chamberlain, professional services,
Paul Boulier .................................................. 1.50
44 20 W. G. Chamberlain, professional services, Al­
fred Dube ...................................................... 3.00
4 4 20 W. G. Chamberlain, professional services,
Kelley family ................................................  18.00
44 20 Charles McMann, wood, Mrs. Chambers . . . .  6.00
44 20 Fred Moreau, board, Lajoie children .........  70.70
44 20 Addie Rogers^ board, James Cross . . . . . . . .  20.00
44 20 Len Achorn, clothing, Jane Smith . . . . . . . . .  4.40
44 20 Allen Day, board, Henry Smith ...................  20.00
44 20 Gabriel Bros., clothing, Al. F la n n e ry   26.50
44 20 C. L. McDougal, wood, Paul B o u lie r   10.50
44 20 Fort Fairfield Drug Co., medicine, Geo.
Emerson .............    7.30
44 20 Fort Fairfield Drug Co., medicine, Jane
Smith .............................................................. 1.50
44 20 Fort Fairfield Drug Co., medicine, Paul
Boulier ...........................................................   1.25
44 20 Ames & Hacker, coal, Paul B o u lie r ...............  1.00
44 20 W. F. Churchill, supplies, Kelley fam ily ... 2.00
44 20 W. F. Churchill, supplies, O’Hara family .. 6.82
44 20 W. F. Churchill, supplies, Mrs. Chambers . . 37.55
44 20 C. L. McDougal, wood, Paul B o u lie r ............. 19.75
4 4 20 C. L. McDougal, coal, Kelley family .........  8.00
3,959.65
Pauper Expenditures, Individual Cases, Exceeding Twenty- 
five Dollars in Amount 
State Paupers
Three Lajoie ch ild ren .......................................................... $480.74
Matilda Scott ...................................................................... 108.24
Ruby Hitchcock .................................................................... 51.73
Mrs. Howard L in d say .......................................................... 76.75
717.46
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Town Paupers
Paul Boulier family ............................................................ $481.67
Marv E v e re t t ...............................   411.17
Davenport children ............................................................ 136.59
Kellev fam ilv ......................................*................   295.39
Jos. LeVasseur ...................................................................... 107.50
George Emerson ...............................   191.80
James C ro ss ............................................................................ 154.00
Jane Smith ............................................................................ 124.50
David R o c k ............................................................................ 242.65
Lizzie Sederquest......................................................    99.00
Florence Henderson ............................................................  101.80
Mrs. Frank Chambers ............ *........................................... 78.37
Bert Parker ..........................................................................  96.00
Alf. Flannery ........................................................................  87.50
Marmaduke Knowles f a m i ly ..............................................  35.00
Bert O'Hara family ..........................................................  26.67
Mrs. William Chambers (dead) ......................................  48.50
Stella Brown (dead) ................ *......................................... 41.25
2,759.36
TOWN EXPENSE ACCOUNT
Amount of cash in treasury February 20, 1917 . . . .  $2,414.07
“ appropriated by town for 1917 .................. . 4,000.00
“ loan of M. & S. f u n d s ............................ 2,000.00
R. N. Miller, tax of 1915-1916............  28.61
‘ ‘ pool table and bowling alley licenses . . . . . .  40.00
“ public carriage licenses ....................................  30.00
“ employment agency license ........................... 25.00
“ innholders and v ic tu a le d  licenses ................  6.00
“ rent, town barn ..................................................  100.00
“ Ii. R. and tel. tax from the S t a t e .......  37.92
“ cash, Osime B e l l ...............................    5.00
“ dog license money refunded by State treas­
urer ........................................................ . . .  66.72
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cash, W. G. Chamberlain, on account of
George White ............................................ 35.00
of overlay .................................   1,843.34
10,631.66
Amount of undrawn balances, credited town expense
account:—
from insurance and repairs account. .$680.24 
apparatus and appliance account 257.08
text book account ......................  199.01
Municipal building account . . . .  191.89 
Superintendent of Schools ’




Amount overdrawn, to balance . . . . ' ..............................  7,584.53
19,690.27




Detailed Statement of Town Orders Drawn for Town Expenses
Mar. 26 G. W. Currier, com. on taxes, 1 9 1 6 ........$1,240.00
26 B. A. Churchill, com: on taxes, 1914 bal. 29.96
26 C. L. McDougal, coal, labor, freight and
trucking .................................................   62.79
26 C. C. Harvey, town report .....................  197.00
26 H. Kipp, labor, rep. , drags, 1916 ............ 13.50
26 Ed. Levesque, labor, Municipal building.. 12.00
26 Fort Fairfield Light & Power Co., current,» /  7
fire alarm ......................................................... 4 30







25 r . B. Robinson, labor ...................................  13.90
4* 25 J. P. Forrest, care fire alarm . .*...................  45.00
25 Fort Fairfield Light & Power Co., current,
fire alarm .................................................... 4.60
4k 25 n . E. Road Machine Co., header for road
machine ........................................................ 34.00
4‘ 25 A. F. Goodhue, police badges, 1916 ..........  7.50
44 25 C. L. McDougal, coal, Municipal building 25.50
44 25 Ed. Levesque, labor, Municipal building.. 19.50
25 R. B. Robinson, covering expenses to insane
hospital, M.. Theriault ..............................  17.50
June 13 Marshall Dubay, labor, town c lo c k   19.90
13 E. J. Dorsey, rent, M. Theriault  ............... 6.00
44 13 C. L. McDougal, coal, wood, Municipal
b u ild in g ........................................................  31.00
44 13 Fort Fairfield Light & Power Co., current,
fire alarm ....................................................  4.13
44 13 Fort Fairfield Light & Power Co., lights,
town office ..................................................  2.00
44 13 II. P. Hoyt, Municipal building ................ 450.00
44 13 S. D. Beckwith, l a b o r .......................   11.15
“ 13 Ft. F. Lt. & Power Co., l ig h ts ........................ 2.60
4 4 13 C. C. Harvey, p r in t in g .................................... 25.50
44 13 Dorothy Williams, playing, pageant re­
hearsal ................   *.................  .3.00
44 13 B. & A. Railroad, freight ............................  42.65
4 4 13 Ames & Hacker, tractor and supplies . . . .  1,081.67
44 13 XT. Fessenden, R. R. fare, M. T heriau lt. . . .  6.30
44 13 Ray T. Lare, auto hire, insane case, W.
Sprague  ................................................. 4<50
44 13 XT. Fessenden, selectmen, assessor and over­
seer of poor ................................................. 100.00
44 14 Fort Fairfield Drug Co., distilled water ..  1.50
44 14 Riverside Cemetery, assessments on lots ..  6.00
44 14 Geo. Bell, bill posting '................................................. 75
44 14 R. B. Robinson, janitor, Municipal building 7.00
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“ 14 Hogan & Callan, furniture, Municipal
b u ild in g ........................................................ 180.50
“ 14 R. B. Robinson, janitor, Municipal building 21.00
“ 14 Loring, Short & Harmon, books ............... 25.00
“ 15 Fort Fairfield Light & Power Co., lights,
Municipal b u ild in g ....................................  9.87
“ 15 Fort Fairfield Light & Power Co., current,
fire alarm .................................................... 4.24
“ 15 G. L. Strickland, police, registration day 3.00
‘ ‘ 15 R. B. Robinson, janitor, Municipal building ’ 3.50
“ 15 .Union Cemetery, interest ...........................  56.81
“ 15 Roach Bros., labor, Municipal building . . 105.71
“ 15 L. K. Cary Co., m erchandise....................... 112.62
July 24 Fort Fairfield Light & Power Co., fire alarm 4.91
‘ ‘ 24 J. P. Forrest, care fire a l a r m ....................... 45.00
“ 24 D. H. Boyd, adding m ach in e .......................  100.00
“ 24 B. & A. R. R., freight ................................. 53.34
“ 24 Fort Fairfield Light & Power Co., lights,
Municipal building ..................................  39.95
“ 24 C. F. Ames, selectman, assessor and over­
seer of poor ................................................  100.00
“ 24 Loring, Short & Harmon, supplies, town
clerk ............................................................ 26.25
“ 24 Berry & Smith, flag .....................................  36.00
“ 24 A. P. Ames, flag pole ...................................  4.00
“ 24 United Construction Co., s lu ic e ...................  200.00
“ 24 United Construction Co., road machine ..  175.00
“ 24 R. B. Robinson, janitor, Municipal building 20.50
Aug. 10 Traffic Sign & Signal Co., signals ...........  31.00
“ 10 Wilfred Davenport, sheep killed by dogs. . 15.00
“ 10 United Construction Co., blade, road
machine ........................................................ 18.00
“ 10 R. B. Robinson, janitor and labor, Mu­
nicipal building ........................................  60.00
“ 10 Johnston Co., furniture, Municipal building 156.25
“ 10 A. F. Goodhue, care of town c lo c k   25.00
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10 M. l)uba\\ repairs, town clock.... ................  33.66
10 American Express Co., e x p re ss ....  3.1.0
10 G. L. Strickland, police .............................   4.50
10 N. Fessenden, selectman, assessor and over­
seer of poor ..............................................  100.00
*• 10 G. W. Parks & Son, l a b o r ..............  18.00
4‘ 10 H. P. Hoyt, civil eng ineer..............  93.70
10 II. P. Hoyt, civil en g in ee r ............  102.59
10 C. C. Harvey, printing ................................ 8.25
29 M. Dubav, painting bridge / ................ ..  50.24
29 Fort Fairfield Light & Power Co., lights,
Municipal b u ild in g ....................................  3.00
4- 29 Fort Fairfield Light & Power Co., fire alarm 11.70
44 29 Osime Bell, police .........................................  14.00
Sept. 15 Marshall Dubay, l a b o r .................................. 73.00
44 15 X. Fessenden, selectman, assessor and
overseer of poor ........................................  100.00
44 15 Fort Fairfield Light & Power Co., lights,
Municipal b u i ld in g   ....................  20.04
44 15 Fort Fairfield Light & Power Co., fire
alarm ..............................   «.  4.38
44 15 B. & A. R. R. Co., freight ............................  25.09
Oct. 6 A. G. Donharn, Maine Register .................  2.50
4 4 6 First National Bank of Boston, temporary
loan n o t e s ....................................................  35.00
4 4 6 Alfred Burns, burying dog  ...................... 1.00
4 4 6 Archie Pelkey, cleaning crossings ............ 1.00
4 4 6 X. Fessenden, sundries .................................. 36.09
4 4 6 Amos Crock, cutting bushes .......................  15.00
4 4 6 C. F. Ames, selectman, assessor and over­
seer of p o o r ................................................. 100.00
4 4 6 R. B. Robinson, sundries  .........................  3.96
44 27 Frontier Water Co., Municipal building . .  7.50
44 27 Fort Fairfield Light & Power Co., fire
alarm ......................................................   7.23
44 27 Fort Fairfield Light & Power Co., lights,
Municipal building ................................... 11.40
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27 C. L. McDougal, coal, Municipal building 125.67 
44 27 N. Fessenden, selectman, assessor and
overseer of poor ........................................... 200.00
“ 27 Osime Bell, p o lic e ...........................................  2.00
44 27 R. B. Robinson, telephone t o l l s ...................  4.13
Nov. 24 H. O. Perry & Son, insurance, Municipal
b u ild in g ..............................................  62.50
44 24 Fort Fairfield Review, printing .................  8.00
44 24 Berger Mfg. Co., culvert .............................  288.00
44 24 Aroostook Tel. & Tel. Co., se rv ice ...... 3.23
44 24 Osime Bell, labor, Municipal building . . . .  5.00
44 24 John H. W a tt’s Heirs, land dam ages .. . .  200.00
44 24 J. M. Thurlough, election c l e r k .................... 4.00
44 24 G. W. Parks, m a te r ia l ...................................  70.53
44 24 L. K. Cary Co., m a te r ia l ..................   51.71
44 24 T. M. McCrea, material .........................  78.27
44 24 C. M. Blaisdell, board, Salome F o x   70.00
44 24 Mrs. H. A. Lane, board, smallpox cases .. 67.50
Dec. 28 R. B. Robinson, janitor and su n d r ie s   21.85
4 4 28 X. Fessenden, selectman, assessor and
overseer of poor ........................................  200.00
28 Mrs. H. A. Lane, care of smallpox cases. . 131.50
44 28 Fort Fairfield Light & Power Co., fire
alarm ............................................................ 5.33
44 28 C. L. McDougal, coal ...................................  99.00
44 28 Gabriel Bros., lumber ...................................  277.72
44 28 Fred Peterson, materials .............................. 900.65
44 28 Gabriel Bros., account of Board of Health 14.00
44 28 J. C. Houghton, election clerk ...................  4.00
44 28 Geo. Ginn, labor ................................................  5 45
44 28 Osime Bell, moving ashes ............................  5.00
44 28 G. L. Strickland, l a b o r ........................ 50.00
44 28 Aroostook Tel. & Tel. Co., se rv ice ...... 4.46
44 28 H. G. Richards, rent of s t o r e .........  300.00
44 28 E. A. Packard, signs, Municipal building 3.00
44 28 Amos Crock, labor .............................................  15 00
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44 23 John P. Forrest, care of fire a l a r m   75.00
28 Frank Brown, labor on machine ..............  .75
‘ 4 28 H. 0. Nickerson, cart .................................... 55.00
“ 28 E. E. Holt, su n d r ie s ........................................  117.07
Feb. 14 W. F. Churchill, barrels ..............................  .80
“ 14 H. d . Todd, rent ............................................ 62.50
14 G. M. Hopkinson, labor ..............................  50.00
44 14 R. B. Robinson, janitor, Municipal building 30.83
44 14 L. R. Seeley, l a b o r .......................................... 7.00
44 14 Mrs. H. A. Lane, smallpox cases ........ .... 67.25
44 14 Frontier Trust Co., rent ..............................  61.00
44 14 Fort Fairfield Light & Power Co., lamp,
Municipal b u ild in g ....................................  1.25
44 14 Baker & Good, team .......................   2.00
44 14 E. J. Dorsey Estate, team ............................ 5.00
44 14 G. W. Parks, lumber .................................... 9.00
44 14 Gabriel Bros., lumber ........... y .................... 19.12
44 14 Fort Fairfield Light & Power Co., fire
alarm ...................................................................... 4.33
44 14 Carrie Holder, Board of H e a l th .................. 5.00
44 14 C. L. McDougal, coal, Municipal building 36.00
44 14 C. L. McDougal, plow to M aplegrove  3.50
44 14 Ames & Hacker, coal, Municipal building 105.26
44 20 V .  W. Boyer, wood, A. P u tn a m ...............  11.00
44 20 W. W. Boyer, wood, B. Boulier .......... 11.00
44 20 C. L. McDougal, coal, B. B o u l ie r ................ 5.00
44 20 C. M. Blaisdell, board, Salome F o x  ' 90.00
44 20 Mrs. H. A. Lane, smallpox c a s e s ...............  9.60
44 20 Kalloch, Sawyer & Chamberlain, vaccina­
tion ..............................................................    295.50
44 20 W. G. Chamberlain, vacc ina tion .................  127.50
44 20 H. F. Kalloch, vaccination ,.........................  245.50
44 20 A. L. Sawyer, vaccination ...........................  16.75
44 20 Hutchins & Wyndham, vacc ina tion    32.00
“  20 W.  F. Churchill, supplies, smallpox cases 40.56
“ 20 Lowery Clothing Co., clothing, smallpox
cases ............................................. , .............  6.80
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20 Victoria Emerson, board, smallpox cases 32.00
20 Fort Fairfield Drug Co., supplies, small­
pox cases .................................................... 310.40
20 A. L. Sawyer, tax, insane certificates ..  6.50
20 Roach Bros., labor and material, Mu­
nicipal building ........................................  345.28
20 R. B. Robinson, supplies, Municipal build­
ing ................................................................ 10.07
20 F. W. Osborne, police service, 1915 . . . .  15.60
20 C. M. Blaisdell, board, Salome Fox ........ 40.00
20 N. Fessenden, envelopes, ink, oil, express 5.39
20 A. F. Goodhue, care of town c lo c k   25.00
20 W. G. Chamberlain, reporting births and
deaths ..........................................................  36.00
20 H. O. Perry & Son, insurance, Municipal
building ......................................................  68.50
20 Ames & Hacker, coal, Municipal building 50.00
20 Fort Fairfield Light & Power Co., electri­
cal labor and materials ..........................  246.21
20 Fort Fairfield Light & Power Co., electric
current, fire alarm ..............1.................... 4.13
20 R. B. Robinson, janitor, Municipal building 10.50
20 Johnston Co., bed and bedding, j a i l   18.00
20 L. K. Cary Co., su p p lie s .........................   26.61
20 Gabriel Bros., supplies ................................  5.20
20 F. E. Peterson, snow p lo w s ........................ 195.50
20 G. W. Currier, com., balance, 1916 taxes 24.22
20 G. W. Currier, abatements, 1916 t a x   567.68
20 A. L. Sawyer, reporting births and deaths 5.25
20 W. T. Spear, sec., services, Board of Health 51.50
20 H. F. Kalloch, services, Board of Health . . 25.00
20 W. G. Chamberlain, services, Board of
Health .......................................................... 25 00
20 H. W. Perry, services, town clerk .......... 141.31
20 D. H. Boyd, services, town treasurer . 400.00
20 Jas. R. Hopkins, services, selectman, as­
sessor and overseer of poor ..............  400.00
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20 ( \  Frecl Ames, services, selectman, assessor
and overseer of p o o r ................................  200.00
20 X. Fessenden, services, selectman, assessor
and overseer of p o o r ................................  300.00
14,558.95
Overdrawn balances charged to town expense ac­
count :—
Highway account ...............................................$5,041.80
Pauper a c c o u n t ..................................................  89.52
------------ 5,131.32
19,690.27
Necessary expenditures for which no appropriations were 
made at annual town-meeting March 19, 1917, but which have
been paid and charged in town expense account for this year:—
* +
Expense of Municipal building ................................. '..$2,499.54
“ smallpox cases and vaccination by the Board
of Health ....................................................  1,418.86
“  fire alarm ............................................................ 215.78
Total 4,134.18
There were no special appropriations made for these pur­
poses at March meeting, 1917. The expense of maintaining 
the Municipal building, fuel, lights, janitor servce, etc., was 
at that date an unknoTvn quantity, and has been greater, ow­
ing to the severity of the winter, than would be the case in an 
ordinary year. The expense of smallpox cases, and vaccina­
tions, all expense wholly within the discretion and control of 
the local Board of Health, constituted an expense which was 
entirely unforeseen. No special appropriation was made for 
the fire alarm, which in ordinary years could be paid for out 
of the town expense appropriation, and therefore requiring no 
special appropriation. Subtracting the total of these expendi- • 
lures from the whole amount overdrawn, $7,584.53, would
r
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make a net overdraft of $3,450.35. This is the first overdraft 
that has occurred in the past ten years, and may properly be 
attributed to the adverse weather conditions under which the 
highway labor was performed and to other unfavorable con­
ditions. The year 19.17 has been a difficult year, financially, 
for the town, as it has been for many individual citizens in the 
town, so far as “ making both ends meet” is concerned.
STATEMENT OF BONDED INDEBTEDNESS
Bridge Bonds. Amount of Each Bond $1,000
Interest 3y2 per cent
Nos. Date of Name of Supposed Holder
Maturity
10 Feb. 1, 1919 Penobscot Savings Bank
20 Feb. 1, 1919 Houlton Savings Bank
' New Schoolhouse Bonds. Amount of each bond $1,000. 
Interest 41/? per cent. Nos. 2 to 20, held by Merrill Trust Co. 
$2,000 matures July 1st of each year hereafter until all are 
paid. Outstanding $.14,000.00.
Municipal Building Bonds—$16,000.00, $1,000.00 payable 
yearly until paid; rate, 4 per cent.
0
Total Bonded Indebtedness
Bridge Bonds ................................................................. ..$2,000.00
Brick Schoolhouse Bonds .................................................12,000.00
Municipal Building Bonds .............................................15,000.00
29,000.00
Temporary L o a n ................................................................ 75,000.00
Paid ...................................................................................  55,000.00
Outstanding .......................    20,000.00
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RESOURCES AND LIABILITIES
Resources
( ash in treasury Feb. 20, 1 9 1 8 .......................................$2,806.71
Taxes uncollected, 1917, estimated, net .......................10,000.00




Bonded indebtedness, bridge bonds .............................$2,000.00
Bonded indebtedness; new schoolhouse bonds ..........12,000.00
Municipal building bonds ...............................................15,000.00
Total payable as bonds m a tu re ...............................   .29,000.00
Due to common schools ..................................................  6,318.72
Due to Free High School ....................................  2,705.02
Due to Free Public L ib ra ry ............................................  137.609/
38,161.34
Temporary loan notes outstanding ............................... 20,000.00
Total Liabilities ................................................................. 58,161.34
TOWN PROPERTY
Municipal Building ......................................................... $16,000.00
Stone crusher  ........................................................... 1,000.00
Town barn and l o t ........................................................... 1,500.00
Road machines, plows, rollers ....................................  1,000.00
Carts, wagons, tools ....................................................... 250.00
i
Summary
State tax paid in full
County tax paid in full
Current bills as presented paid in full
Old bonded indebtedness reduced $5,000.00
No taxes due the town back of 1917
*
Outstanding temporary loan $20,000.00 
Amount of town orders drawn $97,957.14 
Treasurer's balance, cash in treasury $2,806.71
Respectfully submitted
NICHOLAS FESSENDEN




Town of Fort Fairfield in Account with D. H. Boyd, Treasurer
February 20, 1917 Dr.V  7
To cash in t r e a s u ry ...........................................................$2,414.07
To temporary lo a n s .............. • • ........................................ 75,000.00
To State Treasurer, paupers ......................................... 774.05
“ ‘ 4 soldiers' pensions .......................... 108.00
free public library  ......................  137.80
equalization fund ........................  575.00
school and mill t a x ......................  5,551.35
44 common school fund ..................  5,382.73
44 114 44 railroad tax .................................... 37.92
‘ * 44 44 improving State r o a d ...................  792.74
4% 44 44 highway department .................... 298.75
4 4 4 4 4 4 free high school ...........................   500.00
44 ' 4 4 4 4 dog licenses refunded .................. 66.72
44 Gabriel Bros., bridge plank .................................. 145.00
44 Town of Caribou, account, Mrs. H a r m o n   46.54
44 John Bubar, note .......................................................  2,000.00
44 John Bubar, interest .................................................  240.00
44 Robert Miller, tax, 1915-16 .....................................  28.61
44 Pool and billiard license .........................................  40.00
44 Public carriage licenses ...........................................  30.00
44 Basil Bryant, gravel sold .......................................  40.00
44 G. W. Currier, gravel s o l d .............................  50.80
44 superintendent of schools, high-school tuition ..  20.00
44 superintendent of schools, supplies s o l d ...............  91.20
44 L. M. Freese, sand and g ra v e l ...................  367.75
44 H. P. Hoyt, 500 lbs. steel s o l d ................................  30.00
44 H. W. Perry, dog licenses, 1 91 7 ............................  88.00
44 A. Nickerson, wood ...................................................  3.Q0
44 M. F. Dorsey, employment agency ....................... 25.00
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“ A. G. White ................................................................. 35.00
“ superintendent of schools, rebate on freight . . . .  44.38'
“ innkeepers' licenses ........................   6.00
“ town-barn rent ...........................................................  100.00
“ village corporation, night watch ......................... 300.00
“ B. A. Churchill, collector, 1914 t a x .......................  495.71
“ G. W. Currier, collector, 1916 t a x .......................... 1,939.79
6 4 G. W. Currier, collector, interest on 1916 tax . . 181.50
“ G. W. Currier, collector, 1917 t a x ........................... 90,500.00
»/   a
“ treasurer M & S. fund, school a c c o u n t.................  337.76
188.825.17
By paid Cr.
“ temporary loans ....................................................... $55,000.00
“ interest ....................................................................... 3,775.83
“ bonds ........................................................................... 5,000.00
“ State pensions ...........................................................  108.00
“ maintenance highway .............................................  337.50
“ dog licenses ...............................................................  88.00
“ county tax ................................................................. 4,536.82
“ State t a x  .........................................................  18,529.41
“ dog-license deficiency ..................................   64.00
“ dependent widows ...................................................  284.00
“ town orders, 1917 ...................................................  97,957.14
11 interest, treasurer of M. & S. fund ...................  337.76




D. H. BOYD, Treasurer.
Fort Fairfield, Maine, February 20, 1918
Report of Chief of Police
To the Hoard of Selectmen of Fort Fairfield Village
Gentlemen:—
I herewith submit to you my second report of Police
Work done in said village for the year beginning March 1st,
1917, ending February 28th, 1918:—
Total Number of Arrests ............................................................. 93
Total Charges P re fe r re d ............................................................... 96
Assault ............................................................................. 13
Single Sale ....................................................................  4
Common Seller ..............................................................  1
Search and Seizure ......................................................  2
Intoxication ..................................................................... 40
Obtaining money under false p re te n se s  .........1
Larceny ..........................................................  4
Breaking and E n te r in g ................................................  1
Trespassing ..................................................................... 1
Driving horse in excess of c o n t r a c t ..........................  1
Vagrancy ......................................................................... 1
Driving automobile while intoxicated ....................  6
Violation of Sunday law ............................................. 1
Reckless d r iv in g ............................................................. 3
Safe keeping ................................................................... 1
Embezzlement .................................................................  1
Gambling n u isa n c e ..................................................   3
Passing of worthless ch eck s .........................................  1
Street walking ...............................................................  2
Driving auto without plates ......................   1
Gambling .........................................................................  1
Forgery ...........................................................................  2
Breaking quarantine .....................................................  1
Violation of Chap. 209, R. S..........................................  1
Violation of Chap. 31, R. S.....................   1
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Maintaining gambling device 
Insane .................. ..................
96
Sentences to county jail ............................................  H
Paid fine and costs .......................................................33
Cont. for sentence ....................................   24
Held for S. J. C...............................................................  8
Settled out of c o u r t ......................................................  5
Com. in default of b a i l ................................................  6
Com. in default of fine ................................................  4
Discharged, lack of evidence ....................................  2
Com. to insane hospital ..............................................  1
96
Number of doors found open and se c u re d ...........................21
Number of safes found open ..................................................... 1
Number of shelters cared f o r ...............................................  18
Eleven of the total arrests were made by Sheriffs
Five search and seizure warrants were served and no 
liquor found.
The traffic rules adopted at the last town-m,eeting have 
proved valuable in the parking of autos on the street. The 
records show a decrease of 40 in the arrests for intoxication. 
Five less arrests for all causes. A hospital cot with mattresses 
has been placed in the cell room which may be used in' cases 
of accident or sickness. Three arrests made for out-of-town 
officers.
In submitting this report, I desire to thank the operators 
of the telephone exchange for prompt service, to all those who 
have given me their support and to all who have had a general 




Fort Fairfield Public Library
Report of Trustees
*
Up to the 29th day of October, 1917, the library was, we 
think, as liberally patronized as during any year since it was 
established, 5.961 books having been taken out by patrons. On 
the day named, owing to the prevalence of smallpox in the 
town and village, the library was closed, and remained closed 
until February 1, or about three months.
During the year some over 400 new books were added to 
the library, making, as the librarian informs us, about 4,500 
books of all kinds now in the library, some of which are notJ
catalogued, being books seldom used, such as old volumes of
the Congressional record, bound volumes of old magazines, etc.
As suggested in our last report, the town appropriated 
the money and the wooden part of the library building was 
painted last summer.
We are indebted to Hon. Nicholas Fessenden for a copy 
of the life of his uncle, the late Hon. William P itt Fessenden, 
one of the foremost sons of Maine.
We recommend that the sum of $1,250 be raised for 
library purposes the coming year.
Fort Fairfield, Maine, March 2 , 1918.
A. D. SAWYER,
H. W. TRAFTON 
H. T. POWERS 
A. O. FRENCH 
W. T. SPEAR
Trustees
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REPORT OF TREASURER
Of Trustees for Municipal Year of 1917 
Wm. T. Spear, Treasurer
To Trustees of Public Library
1917 Dr.
Mar. 3 To balance in t r e a s u ry ................................$397.43
Aug. 2 To check, town treasurer ................................  300.00
Oct. 31 To check, town treasurer ................................  500.00
1918
Jan. 24 To check, town treasurer ...............................  556.99
Feb. 1 To received from C. E. Hoit, librarian, fines




Apr. 3 By paid electric lights, for March   ............... $1.98
44 18 By paid John F. Sprague, books...........  4.25
May 2 By paid electric lights, for April ,....... 1.80
44 3 By paid C. E. Hoit, salary to May 1, 1917 .. 150.00
June 4 By paid electric lights, for M a y ..........  1.89
44 5 By paid Sprague’s Journal Maine History,
4 vols......................................................... 1.75
4 4 7 By paid C. L. McDougal, t ru c k in g ........  3.25
4
“ 21 By paid Kathleen Goodhue, cataloguing books 2.50
July 2 By paid DeWolfe & Fiske Co., b o o k s ..  202.94
“ 5 By paid electric lights, for J u n e     .90
Aug. 1 By paid DeWolfe & Fiske Co., b o o k s .......... 4.45
“ 2 By paid C. E. Hoit, salary to Aug. 1, 1917.. 150.00
“ 2 By paid electric lights, for J u l y ............................ 90
“ 16 By paid C. C. Harvey, publishing catalog . .  33.00
Sept. 1 By paid Marshall Dubay, material and paint­
ing library building ..................................  35,00
“ 3 By paid electric lights, for A u g u s t ......  2.88
Oct. 2 By paid David Farquher, binding b o o k s__  48.00
“ 4 By paid electric lights, for S ep tem ber__  1.35
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5 15\ paid c . .McDougal, freight and truck­
ing b o o k s   2.18
31 By paid C. E. Hoit, salary to Nov. 1, 1917 . .  150.00
Nov. 2 By paid electric* lights, for O ctober ...............  1.80
22 By paid Frontier Trust Co., 0 11-100 tons
coal and freight, etc..........................................  120.41
Dee. 4 By paid electric lights, for  N o v e m b e r   .90
1918
Jan. 7 By paid electric lights, for December . . . .  5.58
23 By paid David Farquher, binding books . . . .  54.00
23 By paid DeW olfe  & Fiske Co., b o o k s   34.95
30 By paid 0. L. McDougal, freight and truck­
ing b o o k s   1.74
Feb. 1 By paid C. E. Hoit, salary to Feb. 1, 1918 . .  150.00
1 By paid C. E. Hoit, supplies and labor, paid
by him, on library g r o u n d s .........................  19.70
2 By paid H. O. Perry & Son, ins. premium on
library building .................................................. 35.10
5 By paid electric lights, fo r  J a n u a r y   .90
Mar. 2 B y  paid H. O. Perry  & Son, express on books .97
2 B y  paid De W olfe  & Fiske Co., b o o k s   338.96
1,564.03
Amount received during year 
Amount paid out during year















E. E. Scates ...................................... Term expires March, 1918
William P. Hutchins  Term expires March, 1919
W. G. Chamberlain  Term expires March, 1920
Superintendent of Schools
C. E. Glover 




School Calendar for 1917-1918
Fall term opened ...................................................October 8 , 1917
Fall term closed  December 20, 1917
Winter term opened .........................................December 31, 1917
Winter term closes  March 29, 1918
Spring term opens ....................................................April 8, 1918
Spring term closes....................................................J une 14 jg jg
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T o t h e  C i t i z e n s  o f  F o r t  F a i r f i e l d : —
The School Laws of  Maine re­
nt! ire that each superintendent shall annually make a written 
report “ o f  the condition o f  the schools for  the past year, the 
proficiency o f  the pupils, and the success attending the modes 
o f  instruction and government thereof.”  It is the evident in­
tent o f  the statute that the report shall set forth the conditions 
just as they are, plainly and frankly, without fear or favor. 
The great majority o f  citizens and taxpayers have very little 
actual knowledge o f  what the schools are doing or how they 
are doing it. In too many instances the information at hand 
comes through sources that are not wholly  accurate, however 
well-intentioned they may be. It is, therefore, all the more de­
sirable that the annual report should state the true situation. 
It is also well within the province o f  this report to offer such 
suggestions as seem to the school officials to  be worthy o f  the 
t o w n ’s support.
The school problem, involving as it does nearly half 
the money appropriated for public purposes and the welfare 
of the coming generations, is a large one; too large in fact to 
be dismissed with the casual attention it usually gets. It is a 
problem that reaches directly or indirectly into every home, 
touching every individual.' Just what is best for the present 
and future needs of our children is truly a matter of great im­
portance. Future society and institutions must rest on the 
foundation we are building today. It is, then, our sacred duty 
to perform the work to the limit of our means and ability even 
though a considerable sacrifice be involved. Children, to do 
things worth while in the future, must do worth-while things 
now. It is your duty and mine to- give them every means and 
every opportunity. Bear in mind that today’s boys and girls 
are to be tomorrow’s men and women, upon whom will de­
volve the duty of intelligent leadership in the great era upon 
which this nation is now entering—that of highly developing 
its mighty resources. Greater and greater as time goes on will 
grow the demands for trained men and women in all walks of 
life, and not the least of these will he the demand for leaders
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in the tremendous task of getting from the soil the best and 
most of which it is capable. Surely, in this work, every one 
of us who lives in this wonderfully rich and productive Aroos­
took county has a genuine interest. Our present duty lies in 
the direction of providing the best schools possible within our 
means, because it is from these same schools our future lead­
ers must come. Our schools must rise to their obligation to 
provide the training, and both citizens and taxpayers must 
awake to the supreme importance of education and really 
make sacrifices in order that the great work of the schools 
may go on unimpaired.
If any one among us has the idea that schools are a luxury 
let him put that idea as far from him as possible. The power­
ful nation across the ocean that now seeks to impose its doc­
trine of militarism upon the world attained its position in 
science and industry through education, and it is only through 
education that the great republic of America can reach the 
exalted position among the nations of the earth which she so 
richly deserves.
At the outset let us remember this: that the efficiency of 
the schools of this town will never rise above the standard set 
for them by the town itself. If the town wants good schools 
they can easily be had. If the town is satisfied with schools of 
medium grade they are sure to remain of medium 
grade. No single line of effort will produce good schools, but 
the united effort of parents, pupils, teachers, and school of­
ficers can not fail to produce a school system in which we may 
all take a just pride.
Finance
A report on any school system demands for initial con­
sideration the subject of finance. In general, the kind of 
schools in any given community depends to a large extent 
upon the amount of money spent on them. Generous appro­
priations, if wisely spent, mean good schools; INSUFFICIENT 
appropriations mean INEFFICIENT schools. Your attention
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lures ami to tin* facts given in addition thereto.
T o t a l  a m o u n t  a v a i l a b l e  f o r  all  school s  
T o t a l  a m o u n t  e x p e n d e d  fo r  all  schoo l s  *
Balance on ha ml Feb. 21, IRIK 9,920.07
The above totals were divided as fo llows: 
Amount expended for common schools .
Amount expended for high school ...........




Amount expended for insurance and r e p a i r s   3,663.00
Amount expended for apparatus and appliance .... 2,034.12
In each appropriation the amount expended is in excess 
of that spent the previous year. These increases were con­
templated prior to the town-meeting: of 1917 and appropria­
tions were made with a definite understanding that increases 
were necessary.
The appropriation for common schools was increased by 
*3,000. Of this amount *2,656 was used in advancing salaries. 
The rural teachers’ salaries were increased by $1,836, and those 
of the village teachers by *820. The balance of the total in­
crease is included in the amount of common school money on 
hand Feb. 21, 1918.
Other increases are as follows:—
The very large increase in the fuel account has been 
caused by the increased price of wood and the necessity of 
paying for quite an amount of LAST y ea r’s fuel from THIS 
y ea r’s appropriation.
The transportation account shows a decrease of *126.70 
over the previous year. One less team is employed, thereby 
explaining the decrease. During the coming year the cost of 
conveyance is bound to be large. The cost of grain and labor 
enters very largely into this expense, causing team owners to 
value their team s’ services higher than ever before. Some
High School 
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fair basis of compensation for those who convey the pupils 
ought to be determined upon, so that the amount paid would 
be in proportion to the actual service rendered. Number of 
pupils conveyed, distance traveled, quality of equipment, and 
efficiency of service rendered are the factors to be taken into 
consideration in determining the basis of compensation.
Everybody who reads this report undoubtedly has good 
reason to realize the decreased purchasing power of a dollar. 
This is particularly apparent in the purchase of food supplies 
and other actual necessities and is a direct result of the pres­
ent war. A dollar now will purchase only about half what it 
did three or four years ago. This is quite as true in the pur­
chase of school supplies and equipment. Increased cost of 
production makes an advance in the selling price necessary. 
We must pay this advance. There is no other alternative. 
And to do this our appropriations must of necessity be larger. 
A decrease in the regular operating expenses of this depart­
ment is not only unwise—it is impossible without seriously im­
pairing the work we are trying to do. The demand for salary 
increases will be taken up under another heading.
Teachers
School officials have recently been warned of an ap­
proaching shortage of trained teachers. Many of the young 
men in the profession are leaving it either voluntarily or by 
draft, to engage in war activities. Others, attracted by the 
higher salaries paid in other fields of work, are quitting their 
positions, and from the normal schools we learn that the sup­
ply of available trained girls is decreasing. The only apparent 
remedy seems to be higher salaries. It is a well established 
fact that, as a class, school people are poorly paid. Larger 
salaries must follow if the right kind of material is to be se­
cured. In some states federations of teachers are already in 
existence with the primary object of securing larger salaries. 
Legislation establishing a minimum salary is sought and is 
sure to come sooner or later. Any town that sees fit to estab­
lish and maintain a force of professionally trained teachers
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that shall be paid a salary proportioned to the d-emands made 
upon them thereby takes a long step in the right direction.
Every teacher whose ability has been demonstrated should be
  •/
given a reasonable tenure of office. This applies to superin­
tendents as well. Frequent changes are positively injurious 
to any school system and should be avoided if possible. Of 
the forty-two teachers at present employed in this town, twen­
ty-one (just half the number)1 are new this year. This ought 
never to be permitted. A faithful, successful teacher is a
positive asset to any town and should be retained if possible.
*
In our present teaching force some are experienced, others, are 
inexperienced: some are trained, while others have no train­
ing : some wish to remain with us, others do not. Let our aim
be to retain the efficient ones and get as many more of the
same kind as our means will permit. .
  « m / * .
There seems to be no reason why the rural teacher who is
equally efficient with the village teacher should not receive
* *i ■" 4
an equal amount for her work. The rural schools will never
w
get the kind of service to which they are by every right en­
titled until they have as skilful teachers and as complete
t < m ;  •
equipment as the village schools have. To bring this about1 
should be our constant aim.
Common Schools* <
The pupils in our common schools are the equal of those
* P
in any other community. As a whole they are mentally alert,
eager to learn, easy to govern, and altogether good children
'   ^ v ) *
with whom to work. Given' the advantages to which they 
are entitled!, they are promising'indeed.
Some changes in the conduct of the common schools have 
been made : others are contemplated. The nature of these is 
intended to be of the constructive type that shall endure and
*  t * * , *  i /
bear future fruit rather than of the type that produces more 
immediate and consequently more apparent effect.
Changes in the course of study that are calculated to make
« .  * f * i
the work more practical and better suited to the needs of a 
rural community are in process of making.
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The State Department of Education has seen fit to co-operate 
with us in establishing a Model Rural School, by contributing 
two hundred fifty dollars toward the salary of an expert teach­
er. The Stevensville schoolhouse; one of the best one-room 
buildings in Maine, has been selected for the work. The 
change will be made at the beginning of the spring term, April 
8th. If the plan works out as well here as it has in other towns 
it will be a tremendous influence for the betterment of the 
rural schools in particular and the community in general. That 
it may succeed we all must put a shoulder to the wheel and 
boost it along. Half-hearted support to such an undertaking 
is little better than direct opposition.
High School
It is the writer's honest opinion that Fort Fairfield has an 
excellent high school, well managed, well disciplined, moving 
in the right direction. This is not to be interpreted as meaning 
it has reached the 100-per-cent-efficiency mark. It has not. 
In the light of added experience changes are being made and 
growth is apparent. Our aim is to so shape its course that it 
will ultimately offer to its student body a course that shall be 
a proper combination of the cultural with the practical: a 
course that shall actually give a really helpful training to the 
boys and girls who are ambitious to contribute something of 
real worth to whatever work in life they may choose. It is 
too much to expect such a school to turn out a group of young 
people who need no further training, but it is NOT too much to 
expect the school to produce boys and girls who have caught 
the inspiration that comes from contact with an institution 
that stands for self-improvement and self-control. If our 
course arouses the student’s desire to be a better member of 
society, the desire to do something better than it has been done 
before, the desire to make the most of his opportunity and of 
himself, it has succeeded. If it does not do this, it does riot 
succeed. The real worth of this or any other school can not 
be accurately told now. Its value can only be measured in the 
light of accomplishment on the part of those who are now
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within its walls. Time and time alone can reveal the truth.
Much difference of opinion exists as to just what subjects 
should or should not be offered. Some believe in the benefits 
of a strong course in mathematics: others do not. Some be­
lieve in the value of emphasis on foreign languages: others do 
not. Some favor eliminating one subject, some favor dropping 
out another. All agree on the value of English and any sub­
ject that tends strongly toward the practical. All have prac­
tically the same objective in mind but differ in their opinions 
of the best way of attaining it. The work of the high school is 
to harmonize all these, so far as it is possible, but never swerve 
1 from the path that leads to the real goal, that of fitting boys 
and girls for living and for life.
It is pleasant to know that our high school has been offered 
the privilege of embracing the benefits of the Smith-Hughes
Act passed by Congress on February 23d, 1917.- By this act
%
federal money is to be expended through the schools for the 
purpose of offering education in agriculture, home economics, 
and trades. To obtain this aid for instruction in agriculture 
we agree to allot one half the time of students electing this 
course to such subjects as soil physics, animal husbandry, 
agronomy, etc., including supervised practice in agriculture. 
The other half of the student’s time must be given to non-voca- 
tional subjects. In brief: the Act requires that 90 minutes 
daily be given to supervised practical work of a productive na­
ture and 90 minutes daily to related subjects. By so doing we 
receive one thousand dollars to be applied to the salary of the 
instructor. By related work is meant the study in the class 
room. The practical work is to be done on the fa ther’s farm 
or on farms in the neighborhood. We now have a class of 
about thirty boys studying agriculture. We have a suitable 
building and a limited amount of equipment; but there are 
many thousands of dollars’ worth of equipment on local farms 
that can be employed in the work. No school in Maine is bet­
ter situated to avail itself of this opportunity.
During the present school year our work is seriousty handi­
capped by the lack of an instructor in mathematics. This must 
be remedied another year. It has already been intimated that 
there is some opposition to algebra and geometry as required 
subjects. Some even go so far as to prophesy that it is only 
a question of time when these two subjects will be dropped 
entirely. In this connection it is interesting to note the re­
sults of a canvass on this matter made among prominent men 
of affairs outside the mathematical world. In reply to a re­
quest for their opinion about 90 per cent expressed themselves 
as being in favor of mathematics in the secondary school. 
Some of these men were ‘‘giants in the business world,” men 
who were looked upon as leaders. They regard the applica­
tion of mathematics to other fields to be of minor importance 
but do believe in retaining algebra and geometry as a means of 
training in “ logical thinking,” of cultivating “ the power of 
concentration” and of supplying “ speed and accuracy to the 
mental activities.” With such a weight of opinion in their
t
favor it would seem that there is a real place for mathematics 
in our curriculum.
Another serious handicap results from the lack of labora­
tory equipment. It is difficult to do acceptable work what­
ever its nature unless the proper material is provided. There 
is a real need of apparatus for use in chemistry, physics, agri­
culture, and biology. An appropriation of $500 has been asked 
for the purchase of much needed material. To refuse us this 
amount would merely result in continuing the handicap.
There is an exceptionally fine spirit among the high school 
boys and girls; as fine a spirit as I have ever observed. The 
community could do no better than take advantage of this by 
providing the pupils with, at least, all the necessities for good, 
resultful work.
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Buildings and Repairs
• Your attitude in the matter of construction has been very 
liberal indeed, also in the matter of repairs. This liberality 
is an evidence of wisdom on the part of the taxpayer. The
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estimated value of school property (buildings and sites) is 
$107,500. It would be unwise indeed to let the property run 
down or get to the point where the cost of repairs would be­
come a burden. If it is true that “ a stitch in time saves ninety 
it is equally true that a dollar in time saves nine in the repair 
of property, public or private. Last year the sum of $3500 
was appropriated for insurance and repairs. From this amount 
$266.24 were expended for insurance. This year the amount 
to be paid for insurance will be $668.15, an increase of $401.91. 
If the same amount of repairs are to be allowed this yeah it 
.will be necessary to appropriate $3900 instead of $3500.
This town has genuine cause for pride in some of its school 
buildings. One who covers the entire state in educational 
work has recently said that several of our one-room buildings 
are the equal of any in Maine. This has been brought about 
gradually, one or two buildings being rebuilt each year, with­
out any great burden on the taxpayers. The same policy 
ought to be continued. Let him who doubts it make an inspec­
tion in the following districts, Murphy, Haines, Barnes, Page, 
Turner, then compare the conditions observed with those in 
the Ames, Dinsmore, Blaisdell, Chambers, Conant, Goodrich, 
and Stevensville districts.
A pursuance of the liberality already shown will in two 
or three years ' time provide the town with as good a group of 
rural one-room buildings as can be found in the state.
Wherever Aroostook people are known and talked about 
they are characterized as people who DO THINGS. Hundreds 
of traveling men annually spread the name and fame of Aroos­
took and it is most certainly gratifying to know that our educa­
tional policy here in Fort Fairfield has helped to make this 
good name possible.
To say that the high school is crowded for room is putting 
it mildly. The conditions are too well known to be recited in 
detail. The need of a new building has been recognized for a 
long time. It is now just a question of deciding upon the best 
time to build. It will be necessary to remove two grades (the
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5th and 6th) from the high school building during the sum­
mer vacation. We are forced to do this whether we like to or 
not. The room thus vacated will be needed for the department 
of agriculture. Just where in the village to put the grades 
thus forced out is open to suggestion. The quarters we would 
like to have are not available.
All of the village schools are crowded. One reason lies in 
the fact that a number of children who properly belong in the 
rural schools are allowed to come to the village. If the sug-
at
gestion made in the last paragraph under “ Teachers” were 
adopted this tendency to flock to the village schools would be 
overcome. The school officials have ample authority to de­
termine where a child shall attend school and the time for a 
right use of that authority is now here. It isn 't fair to the 
high school to deprive it of much needed room by admitting 
to the building any and all children who happen to take a 
dislike to the school in their own neighborhood.
Appropriations Recommended
By vote of the school committee the following amounts 
are recommended for another year:—
*
Common Schools .................................................................. $17000
High School.......................................   7000
i'ext B o o k s .............................................................................  2400
Repairs and Insurance ........................................................ 3900
Apparatus and Appliance ..................................................  2200
Laboratory Apparatus ........................................................ 5qq
33000
Someone has said that the great task of education is to 
reorganize our agricultural life and make it permanent. In 
this work the public school must play a leading part. It must 
teach clean living and industrious habits: it must create whole­
some ideals: it must stimulate an interest in country life: it 
must point out the way to a happy, remunerative existence.
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This is the work you have assigned us to do for your children, 
and in it we must have your co-operation and support.
C. E. GLOVER,
i
1 Superintendent of Schools.
March 1, 1918.
REPORT OF HIGH SCHOOL PRINCIPAL
FACULTY
»
The following is the present corps of instruction:—
G. Herbert Foss, Principal
Lewis H. Kriger, Sub-master, Agriculture
Frank M. Kilburn, Science
*
Erma V. Reynolds, Latin and French 
Mildred A. Beatham, English and Expression 
Mona C. Garcelon, English and History 
Edith L. Ingraham, English and History 
Georgie M. Brown, Commercial Subjects
SCHOOL STATISTICS
Total enrollment  ..................................................................... 220
Total number of B o y s .................................. ;.............................  73
Total number of Girls .T............................................................147
Number of S e n io rs ..................................   42
/
Number of Juniors ....................................................................  36
Number of Sophomores   .....................................................  77
Number of F re sh m e n ..........................   62
Number of Unclassified Students'............................................... 3
Total number graduated June, 1917
(a) Boys .........................................................................  14
(b) Girls .......................................................................  28
Graduated from Classical Course ...................  8
Graduated from General C o u rse ......................  27
Graduated from Commercial Course ..............  7
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REMARKS
The work done in the High School the present year has 
been very satisfactory when one stops to consider the many 
interruptions to the regular work during the first half year. 
Due to a great deal of sickness during the fall term, the work 
was broken up considerably, but, by the untiring -efforts of the 
teachers, students who were obliged to be absent have been able 
to make up the 'work missed.
The spirit of co-operation on the part of the students on 
the whole is praiseworthy. They are always kindly disposed 
to suggestions and ever ready to do in an admirable manner 
whatever they are advised by their teachers. There are, how­
ever, certain forms of positive co-operation which properly be­
long to the home.
The school as an -educating institution stands for a few 
fundamental virtues—industry, obedience, order and the like, 
in the attainment of these virtues the home must join heartily 
and persistently with the school if both are to prosper. Suc­
cessful work in the high school requires daily industry on the 
part of the pupils, not only at school but at home. If the home 
interferes with this industry or does not encourage it properly, 
the pupil, the school, and ultimately the home, suffer in con­
sequence. Too much outside social life permitted by the home 
can easily spoil a school career, whereas the school often gets 
the blame of it. The work of the high school is serious business, 
as serious for the pupil as are the daily duties of professional 
life for the parent. Neglect of duty even once is as likely to 
be followed by evil results in the one as in the other. Such 
neglect is excusable only when the need is urgent. The home 
that does not recognize tffe seriousness of High School 
work and make the best practicable provision for its 
accomplishment is failing both to share the burden of re­
sponsibility with the school and is fostering habits of neglect 
of duty which are likely to injure the future life of the pupil.
The purpose of the High School is to serve the interests 
of the pupils, the home, the individual citizens, and the com-
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munity at large. The efficiency of that service will be meas­
ured in great degree by the co-operation of the community.
Two clubs have been formed in school, the Cooking and 
Housekeeping Club, which has a membership of sixty-five 
girls, and the Boys’ Agricultural Club, with a membership of 
fifty-nine.
The purpose of the Cooking and Housekeeping Club is to 
furnish a means by which the members may get the education 
and viewpoint necessary for the ideal home life. Every club 
member is required to keep on blanks furnished by the Exten­
sion Service of the University of Maine, under whose direc­
tion this work is carried on, a record showing that she has 
completed the amount of cooking required in “ home practice 
w ork” and twenty hours (two hours for each lesson) in house­
keeping work and also the cost of the articles cooked. She 
shall also be required to present, at a contest, this record, a 
loaf of raised bread, and a story on“ My Season’s W ork.” The 
two hours of housekeeping work which is to be done with 
every cooking lesson, which occurs every two weeks, may in­
clude any kind of work in the house desired by the member’s 
mother, whether it is mentioned in the housekeeping instruc­
tion sheet or not. The co-operation of mothers is very neces­
sary for they are supposed to rank the girls on each dish pre­
pared and on each kind of housekeeping done. The work in 
the school is carried on under the leadership of two teachers, 
Miss Georgie Brown and Miss Mildred Beatham.
The Boys’ Agricultural Club has for a purpose to furnish 
a means by which the members may earn money at home and 
at the same time get the education and viewpoint necessary for 
the ideal farm life. The agricultural projects of the school are 
very satisfactorily carried on under the leadership of the sub­
master, Mr. Kriger, who has demonstrated himself to be a man 
particularly well fitted for his position.
The students of the school have had this year an opportu­
nity to receive excellent instruction in music. M^s. E. K. Guildt/
is giving forty-five minutes a week to instruction in reading
i
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music and chorus singing. Mrs. Guild recognized the fact that
%
this was one of several lines along which our school need show 
progress, and by her enthusiasm and ability has aroused in 
the school a keen desire and interest along musical lines.
I wish to call the attention of the citizens to certain prizes 
which have been offered to High School students the present 
year. Mr. C. C. Harvey has offered a prize of twenty-five dol­
lars to be divided into amounts of twelve dollars, seven dol­
lars, four dollars and two dollars for good spelling. The win­
ners of these prizes will be decided in the near future by pub­
lic competition. The firm of Hopkins Brothers has offered ten 
dollars to each of the three commercial classes for penman­
ship. The amount given to each class will be divided into 
prizes of five dollars, three dollars, and two dollars. These 
prizes will be continued for at least three years. The Philo- 
mathian Club has offered a prize of ten dollars, which will be 
divided into amounts of five dollars, three dollars, and two 
dollars for excellence in argumentation. These parties may 
be assured that this interest in the work of the school is keen­
ly appreciated by school officials, teachers and students.
In closing I wish to thank the citizens, school committee, 
and superintendent for their support and aid rendered to my 
assistants, my students and myself during the past year.
Respectfully submitted,
G. HERBERT FOSS.
Directory of Teachers in Service March 1, 1918
Schools Teachers Sala
High G. Herbert Foss $1,700
i  C Lewis H. Kriger 1,400
i  i Frank Kilburn 1,000
C C Mildred Beatham 850
i  C Erma Reynolds 750
C i Mona C. Garcelon 750
i  c Georgia M. Brown 750
c c Edith Ingraham 650
H. Sch. Building W. Joseph Bradley $27.78
< C Ruth R. Crandall 16.00
<>< Alma I. Burke 16.00
Fessenden Annie R. Buck 16.00
c c Frances P. Smith 16.00
c c Bernice Stanchfield 16.00
c c Hope A. McKenney 16.00
Hacker Myra Noble 16.00
i  C Florence Springer . 16.00
c c Blanche Ginn 16.00
c c Mina E. French 16.00
Ames Carrie E. Spearin 11.00
Barnes Blanche Ackley 11.50
Blaisdell Harvey D. Stuart 15.00
Chambers
ries Grades or Subjects Residence
per vr. Mathematics Fort Fairfield
< i Agriculture and History Portland
i  i Sciences Fort Fairfield
i  i English Kingman
I i Latin and French Waterville
i C English Lewiston
i i Commercial Subjects Farmington
i i English and History Bangor
per wk. VIII Fort Fairfield
< < VII Fort Fairfield
i i V and VI Fort Fairfield
C i IV Searsport
C i III Fort Fairfield
i  i II Easton
i  c I Fort Fairfield(i V and VI • Mars Hill
c c III and IV Bethel
i  < II Fort Fairfield
c c I Fort Fairfield
i  c Rural Fort Fairfield
i  c < c Presque Isle























Jean B. Gerow 
Catherine Bishop 
Alice L. Partridge 
Birdie Mullen 
Eva M. McShea 
Lelia E. Emerson 
Agnes M. Young 
LeRoy W. Moan 
Marion E. French 
Stella Nightingale 
Pearl Hoekenhull 
Annie L. Cassidy 
Grace M. Durost 
Sarah L. McShea 





Salaries Grades or Subjects Residence
10.00 per wk. Rural Fort Fairfield
10.00 “ Fort Fairfield
15.00 “ “ Fort Fairfield
14.00 “ “ ' Fort Fairfield
11.00 “ “ Fort Fairfield
11.50 “ “ Ashland
13.00 “ “ Fort Fairfield
15.00 “ ‘ ‘ Bucks Harbor
14.00 “ “ Winterport
17.00 “ “ Fort Fairfield
15.00 “ “ Fort Fairfield
10.00 “ “ Fort Fairfield
12.00 “ “ Fort Fairfield
15.00 “ “ Houlton
13.00 “ “ Fort Fairfield
10.00 “ “ Fort Fairfield
15.00 “ “ Caribou
10.00 “ “ Fort Fairfield
15.00 “ “ Fort Kent
Abatements Allowed
On Taxes of 1916
Armstrong, Ernest, minor  .................................................. $3.00
Abbott, F. J., not h e r e .....................................................   . • - 3.00
Bean, Augustus, not here ....................................................  3.00
Beckwith, J. Harris, not here............................................  3.00
Barker, Chas., resident of New B runsw ick ......................  3.00
f  *  0
Barnes, Ben, not here . . • • ..................................................  3.00
Bernard, John, not here ......................................................  3.00
Brown, Thomas, paid in Caribou ............   3.00
Brown, Bert, minor .................................................    3.00
Burtsell, Wilbert, paid in Caribou ........................   3.00
Bartley, Alex., not found ....................................................... 3.00
Bartlett, Nathan, minor .....................................   3.00
Beckwith, S. D., no piano .............................................   4.20
Bouchard, Edmund, not found ............................................. 3.00
Billings, Miles, not found ................................................   3.00
Bishop, Geo., not found  ...........................................   3.00
Burebe, Ed., not found ......................................    3.00
Barker, Horace, not found ................................   3.00
Crock, Stephen B.  ................................................    3.00
Currier; Robert, resident of Caribou .........................   3.00
Currie, Perley, taxed twice .................................................  3.00
Cote, Frank, paid in Caribou ..........................................  3.00
Clark, Owen, not here ..................................  3.00
Cogan, Fred, m in o r ................................................................  3.00
Cummings, William, not found .............................................  3.00
Cyr, Ben, not found ............................................................ . 3.00
Cummings, Seth, Heirs of  ................................   20.16
Cogswell, H. Leroy, no p i a n o ...................................    3.50
Davis, Ralph, not h e r e ............................................................    3.00
Day, Allen, resident of W ashburn..................................  3.00
Derosier, Henry, paid in Presque Isle   ............................. 3.00
Dumin, Howard, not f o u n d ........................................   3.00
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t
Dubay, Alfred, dead ................ .........................................  3-00
Damon, Frank, not found ..................................................  3.00
Davenport, Gideon, resident of New Brunswick ..........  3.00
Davenport, John, resident of New Brunswick ..............  3.00
Davenport, William, resident of New B runsw ick   3.00
Elliott, Albert, not here ......................................................  3.00
Fisher, F. Percy, no piano    . 3.50
Frontier Water Co., by c o n tra c t ........................................  14.00
Fields, Fred, not here .......................................................... 3.00
Fraser, Evan, not found ......................................................  3.00
Green, Percy, in Waterville ................................................  3.00
Guiggey, Edward, taxed twice ..........................................  3.00
Gibson, Alex., taxed twice ................................................. 3.00
Good, Fred, taxed twice ...................................................... 3.00
Greenier, Ross, not found ..................................................  3.00
Gardner, Mrs. W. E., p o v e r ty ..............................................  5.60
Holt, E. E., error in bank stock t a x ..................................  6.72
Harlow, W. A., error in assessm ent..................................  56.00
Hersey, Sterling, paid in E a s to n ......................................  10.00
Hone, David A., no personal p ro p e r ty ..............................  5.60
Hunter, William, not fo u n d .................................................  3.00
Hodgdoh, Daniel, not f o u n d ................................................  3.00
Holt, Edwin L., error in assessment...................................112.00
Hoyt, L. M., no piano ..............................................................4.20
Jenkins, Theodore, Heirs of, p o v e r ty ................................. ] 5.60
Jeffs, John, m in o r .................................................................. 3.00
Justin, Earl, not fo u n d ............................................................ 3 .Q0
Kelleher, Philip, minor ........................................................ 3 00
Kipp, Ray, not here .............................................................. 3.00
Kingsley, Burton, not found ..............................................  3 00
Kinney, L. S., error in assessment......................................  3.40
Kirkpatrick, M. J., error in assessment ..........................  1.40
Kearney, Pat, not f o u n d  ............................................  3 qq
Lane, Robert, m in o r ...............................................................  3 qq
LeVasseur, Simon, not here ..............................................  3 qq
Lint, Wesley, age infirmity, poverty  ..................................  3 qq
Levesque, Peter, not f o u n d ..................................................  3 qq
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Lindsay, Jack, not f o u n d ...................................................... 3.00
Lizotte, Ernest., not found ..................................................  3.00
Lanto, Joseph, not fo u n d ......................................................  3.00
Lee, Richard, not found ......................................................  3.00
Lepage, Harry, not found ....................................................  3.00
Mayo, Archie, d e a d ................................................................ 3.00
Michaud, William, not found ,........................................*.. 3.00
Morris, Lyman, not found ..........................    3.00
Meagher, William, no c o w ............................................................70
Milton, Herbert, no h o r s e  ...................................  2 80
McManus, Prank, not found ..............................................  3.00
Mulherrin, William, not here ........................  3.00
Nickerson, Joseph, not here ...........................   3.00
Nickerson, Ed., minor ........................................................  3.00
O'Hara, Albert, poverty .....................................................  3.00
Pomphery, Ben, not found ........................................   3.00
Parker, Vincent, paid in New B runsw ick .........................  3.00
Patterson, George, not f o u n d ..............................................  3.00
Post, Roy, not f o u n d ................................................................. 3 00
Peters, Fred, paid in Portage Lake ..................................  3.00
Pratt, Chas. A., not h e r e ...........................   3.00
Pickard, Stephen, not fo u n d ...................    3.00
Rideout, Wilmont, not h e r e ..................................................  3.00
Richards, A. P., no piano ....................................................  3.50
* Reynolds, Marshall, resident of C a r ib o u ............................  3.00
Roobers, Boyd, not found ..................................................... 3.00
Rogers, Jasper, minor ..........................................................  3.00
Sloat, Ben, paid in Presque I s l e ..........................................  3.00
Shea, Ernest, not found ......................................................   3.00
Sullivan, John E., not here ................................................. 3.00
Stevens, Albion E., error in assessment..............................  22.40
Sirois, Remi, not h e r e ............................................................. 3.00
Tenney, George, not f o u n d ................................................... 3.00
Vandine, Hubbard, not here ............................................... 3.00
Watson, Ernest, not found ................................................... 3.00
Wentworth, Alonzo, Mrs., blind ......................................... 14.00




Allen, Freeman   .................................................................. 3-00
Allen, L y m an ...........................................................................  3.00
Armstrong, Ernest  •    4.98
Armstrong, G ay ton .................................................................  3.00
Astle, J a m e s .............................................................................  3.00
Armstrong, Augusta ............................................................ 82.50
Barnes, Miles A.......................................  252.48
Barnes, Hallie C........................................................................302.33
Bishop, Ambrose H ..................................................................113.22
Blaisdell, C. Morris ...............................................................158.60
Boulier, Josette  •    16.50
Boulier, Mary, Mrs.................................................................  8.25
Brayall, Clarence, Mrs...........................................................  23.10
Bubar, John E ................ •   211.23
Beckwith, J. Harris .............................................................. 13.20
Barnes, John .........................................................................  8.94
Belmain, John N......................................................................  6.60
Brown, Charles J ...........................   5.48
Bell, Walter ...........................................................................  11.25
Butler, Fred .......................................................................  5.48
Barnes, A s a ...............................    3.00
Barnes, Leslie .........................................................................  3.00
Bartlett, N a th a n ...............................   3.00
Bernard, William E ................................................................. 3.00
Bernard, Edward ...................................   3.00
Bernard, John Alex................................................................. 3.00
Bernstein, Abram .  .............................................................. 3.00
Berry, Turney .......................................................................  3.00
Boulier, Wm. H ......................................................................   3 00
Brown, Fred M......................................................................   # 3 qo
Brown, Fred C......................................*,.................................. 3 00
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Brown, Stephen .........................................    3.00
Brown, Fraser .......................................................................  3.00
Brown, Bert ............................................................................ 3.00
Brown, George, J r ...................................................................  3.00
Brown, Lincoln H ...............................................................  3.00
Brannen, Frank E ..................................................................... 3.00
Bolduc, Philbert .......................................................    3.00
Burtsell, C lyde ,........................................................................ 3.00
Burtsell, Lowell ......................................................................  3.00
Butler, Fred B.........................................................................  3.00
Butler, Walter ....................................................................... : 3.00
Butler, Ephraim ....................................................................  3.00
Burns, Robert  ..............................................................  3.00
Bishop, George ........................................................................  3.00
Bell, W. Bert ..........................................................................  3.00
Braymon, J a m e s ......................................................................  3.00
Braymon, William  ........................................................  3.00
Brannen, William ..................................................   3.00
Boulier, Joseph 2d ..............................................  3.00
Bishop, Daniel ........................................................  3.00
Burebe, Ed.................................................................................. 3.00
Bernadotte, Joseph ................................................................  3.00
Chambers, Herbert ................................................................  36.00
Campbell, Charles ..................................................................  82.86
Chapman, Judson ................................................................... 180.38
Cheney, Walter ....................................................................... 7.95
Churchill, Charles W ..............................................................  77.25
Colbath, Sampson L ................................................................. 130.35
Clark, Percy J ..........................................................................  17.03
Campbell, Henry A.............................................    3.00
Campbell, William ................................................................. 3.00
Churchill, Guy ........................................   3.00
Clark, John B ............................................................................  3.00
Clark, Ford B............................................................................  3.00
Crossman, W il l ia m ...................................................................  3.00
Crock, Charles ..............................    3.0^
Curtis, Wilbert .......................................................................  3.00
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Crory, Michael ........................................................................ 3.00
Clark, Charles ........................................................................
Caldwell, Wesley . . . ...................................................   3.00
Cookson, Calvin ...................................................................... 3.00
Clark, Douglass ............. ' . .............   3.00
Cornier, F r a n k ................... •    3.00
Cox, John ...............................................................................  3.00
Cox, Ben .................................................................................. 3.00
Cote, Dell ................................................................................ 3.00
Campbell, John ............... . • ..................................................  3.00
Cyr, Joseph, 2d .......................................................  . . .  3.00
Clark, Fred H ...........................................................................  3.00
Childs, Daniel ........................................................................ 3.0q
Cornier, John ...........     3.00
Cahill, John, J r .................................    3.00
Danboise, Cyriace J ................................................   250.01
Davenport, Bessie  ..........................................................  46.20
• Day, Alden ................................................................................ 9.60
Deane, Perham W ................................. 156.45
Devine, John, J r ....................................................................... 202.98
Dorsey, Mary A............................................................   113.85
Doughty, Daniel F ................................................................... 16.20
Doughty, William H.......................... ‘ ...................................173.78
Dubay, O t i s ...........................................   13.20
Dumond, Michael .................................................................. 19.50
Davenport, Wilford ..............................................................  18.51
Davenport, William  ......................................................  12.24
Delmar, Charles    ...................................................................  5 4g
Drost, Howard ..........................................................................  3 55
Dumond, William ....................................................................  5 43
Davenport, Gideon ..................................................................  3 qq
Davenport, John ......................................................................  3 qq
Dean, Perry .............................................v . . . ........................  3 0Q
Dean, Elmer D.....................................................    3 qq
Dixon, William ......................................................................  3 qq
Doak, H e n ry .......................................................................  3 00
Doak, Israel  .......................................................................  3 qq
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d oak, George ....................................................................... • 3-00
Downey, Richard .................................................................. 3.00
Dow, Harley ...........................................................................  3.00
Dorsey, Webb ........................................................................ 3.00
Dubay, Frank .  .................................................................... 3.00
Doucette, Philip .................................................................... 3.00
Dumond, John .........................................................   3.00
Dumond, William .................................................................. 3.00
* ■
Dougherty, John ....................................................................  3.00
Dunn, Harold .  ......................................................................  3.00
• • *
Dickison, Amos ......................................................................  3.00
Dubay, Louis ..........................................................................  3.0C
Devine, Thomas ...................................   3.00
Devine, F r a n k ..............................................................^.......... 3.00
Devine, Fred ..........................................................................  3.0C
Davenport, Thomas .......................     3.00
Dority, George ........................*............................................... 3.00
Emerson, James ......................................................................  22.80
Everett, E d w a rd ......................................................................  11.90
Everett, Thomas H ...................................................................  25 90
Estey, Robert ........................................ 323 43
Everett, Dexter ......................................................................  9.6v)
Everett, Fred ..........................................................................  3 00
• '  *
Everett, Arthur ......................................................................  3.00
Ellis, Mel . . i ............................................................................  3 00
Fitzherbert, Frank ................................................................. 6.30
Fitzherbert, Lewis ................................................................. 3.83
. 1  » « - i 7
Fitzherbert, Jesse ................................................................... 129.05
Fitzherbert, Thomas   ............................................................ 20.63
Fort Fairfield Trotting Park ............................................. 42.90
Foss, George M.  ..................................................................115.20
Foss, William K ................................................................ 107.28
French, Adelhert O............... • • .....................   73.95
'  \ t 7 -  • '  '  ‘  '
French, George L......................................................................  43.73
Fisher, A. Boyd .......................................................................  3.00
' , * « *
Finnemore, Nehemiah ...........................................................  3.0.0
i ' .
Flannery, Daniel .....................................................................  3.00
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Farley, Fred ...........................................................................  3.00
Francis, Frank ...................................................................... 3.00,
Finnemore, Reuben .............................................................. 3.00
Fisher, Leo .............................................................................  3-00
Fay, G eorge ...................................   3.00
Gannett, Ida M., Mrs............................................................... 66.00
Gardiner, W. E., Mrs............................................................... 6.60
Giberson, Chester ................................................................. 344.52
Greenier, Thomas ................................................................  11.25
Greenier, Pat     ...............................................................  9.03
Guiggey, Robert L .................................................................. 189.78
Gallupe, William E .................................  13.07
Grant, Fred ...........................................................................  9.6Q
Gallupe, Asa .......................................................................... 7.95
Grant, Harold ........................................................................ 3.00
Grass, Sylvanus .....................................................................  3.00
Grass, Hilman ...................   3.00
Green, Horace ...................................................   3.00
Greenier, Paul ...........  3.00(
Guiggey, William .................................................................. 3.00
Guiggey, Percy .....................................................................  3.00
Goldsmith, Charles ................................................................ 3.00
Gardner, William .................................................................. 3 00
Greenlaw, A. E ..................................................   3 00
Grant, Ed.................................................................................. 3.00
Gibbons, Louis ...................   3 00
%
Harlow, Wilbert A.................................................................  67.48
Hill, Irving ............................................ y ..............................307.26
Hitchcock, William S.............................................................. 105.30
Hoyt, Charles L.......................................................................  19.80
Holton, Charles .........    9 00
Hodgson, .Thomas J ................................................................. ^.65
Haynes, Artel W   21 15
Hersey, Sterling .................................................................  12 90
Hersey, Chester    7 95
Hamich, Michael   3 00
Hayes, Lochlan ........................ -...................................   3 00
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Haywood, Angus ...................................................................  3-00
Hathaway, John ................... • • .............................................  3.00« 7
Henderson, J o h n ...................................................................... 3.00
Hitchcock, Douglas B.............................................................  3.00
Holder, Walter ...................................................................... 3.00
Holmes, Allen .......................................................................... 3.00
Hughes, Fred .......................................................................... 3.00
Holton, Frank ...................      3.00
Holland, Archie ...................................................   3.00
Holmes, Daniel .........................................................    3.00
Huntress, Robert G................................................................... 3.00
Iiartsgrove, John .....................................................    3.00
Henderson, Garnett .............................   3.00
Hutcheon, James ....................................................................  3.00
Jeffs, John ..............................................................................  3.00
Jones, LaBaron ...............................   3.00
Jones, Herbert .................................................   3.00
Judson, Earl .......................................   3.00
Kelley, James Augustus ...................................... 107.61
Kimball, Ruel W., J r .................................................  6.30
Kelley, Edward J .....................................................................  3.00
Kilcollins, Edmund .  ..........................................................  3.0Q
Knowles, Maurice C •........................................    3.00
Keyes, William  ................................................................  3.00
Kingsley, Burton ....................................................................  3.00
Kusa, John ............................   3.00* i
Laforge, Joseph ......................................................................  9.60
Larvix, Remi ............................................  9.60
Lint, Miles ............................................................................... 12.21
Locke, James D.......................................................................  78.38;
Lovely, Samuel E .......................................................................120.48
Lundy, R. Lee ......................   13.50
Lapointe, Archie ..................................................    3.00
Larson, Gordon .......................................................................  3.00
Larlee, M a n z e r .........................................................................  3.00
Lennon, Thomas .....................................................................  3.00
Levesque, Edmund, 2d ...........................................................  3.00
1
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Lovely, Jerrie . .......................................................................  3-00
Levesque, Frank  .............................................................. 3.00
Lint, George ............................................................................ 3.00
Langley, Frank ...................................................................... 3.00
Lundy, Cecil ........................................................................  3.00
Lovely, W a l t e r ........................................................................ 3.00
Langley, O scar.........................................................................  3.00
LeVasseur, Ed...........................................*.............................. 3.00
Madore, Joseph ...............................   10.92
Maloy, John ............................................................................ 177.90
Manter, John ...........................................................................107.45
Maloy Bros...............   244.45
Murphy, George.E ................................................................. 63.39
Murphy, Walter..H................................................................. 83.66
Murphy, Newman 8 ...............................................................  6.30
Murphy, David ................................................................  18.84
Magill, James A.....................................................................  9.90
# >
Murgison, H u g h .....................................................................  6.30
, • •
Michaud, Fred ........................................................................ 3.00
Mason, John .........................................................................  3,00}
Maloy, James ........................................................................  3.00
Maskell, Nelson .....................................................................  3 00
i %
Michaud, Fred F .....................................................................  3 00
Morris, Lyman .......................................................................  3 00
*   »
Morris, Robert ...................................................................... 3 00
Morrell, Arthur ....................................... ............................  3 q q
Murphy, John A............. .........................................................  3 q q
Murphy, James William ...................................................... 3 q q
Murphy, Stanley C..................................................................  3 q q
Murphy, Stephen ......................................; .......................  3 q q
Michaud, Charles .................................................................. 3 q q
Myshrall, J o h n ................................................................ 3 q q
Michaud, A rch ie ...........................................................  g  q q
Murray, Thomas .  ...........................................................  g  q q
Morrison, Wesley .....................................................  g  q q
Mugison, John .............................................  g qq
Mason, Laforest .......................................................  g qq
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Murphy, Robert, 2d .............................................................. 3.00
McDonald, Arthur, Mrs ..............................................  8.25
McKinney, G eo rg e   .................................................... 207.11
McKinney, Michael . . •  .......................................................  22.14
McLaughlin, Ellsworth J ........................................................ 119.66
McNamee, John ...................................................................... 76.43
McNamee, John, J r .................................................................  78.08
McNamee, William.......................................  72.30
McKinney, Harris .................................................................. 75.93
McDonald, A rch ie .................................................................... 3.00/ * i
McDonald, Frank  ..........................................................  3.00
McDonald, Arthur ............................................................  3.00
McDougald, Peter ..................................................................  3.00
McIntosh, Angus ....................................................................  3.00
McLauchlin, J o h n ....................................................................  3.00
McMann, Bert ........................................y .............................  3.00
McMann, Samuel ....................................................................  3.00
t
McEwen, George ....................................................................  3.00
McCrea, Garfield ....................................................................  3.00
McDonald, Ted ......................................................................  3.00
McKinncv, Earl ......................................................................  3.00
McDougald, Dan ....................................................................  3.00
Nadeau, Felix ........................................................................  11.25
C _ «
Nickerson, Joseph   6 30
Nightingale, Edwin ..............................................................  43.43
Nichols, S te p h e n   17 75
« , *
Nadeau, Andra ......................................................................... 3.0C
Nightingale, Garfield ........... '............................................... 3.00
Nadeau, Wallace ..................................................................... 3.00
Newell, William ....................................................................... 3.00
Nickerson, James  ........................................................... 3.00
i .
Ouillette, Adelard ................................................................... 3.00
Oakes, Milledge .......................................................................  3.00
O’Brien, Frank .....................................................................   3.00
Parker, James M.....................................................................  45.24
m
Simmons, Daniel . . . . ...............................................................  66.83
Spearin, Charles H ..........................1.....................................  .194.87 •
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Partridge, Jonas A.................................................................  13.36
Parker, C. Ambrose  .........   *............310.73
Putnam, Aziel ..................................’ .............  6-30
Palmer, Ben  * ..................................  3.00
Parker, Nelson ........................................................................  3.00
Parker, Lester ..........................................................  3.00
Parks, Weaver ..........................................................................  3.00
Parker, James A..............................................       3.00
Putnam, Stanford ....................................................................  3.00
Pond, Howard ..........................................................................  3.00
Palmer, H e r b e r t ........................................................................  3.00
Page, Peter ................................................................................  3.00
Rediker, James W ...................................................................  76.15
Rediker, Jane, Mrs .............................................................. 8.25
Richardson, George Wr ..................................................  43.73
Robinson, Ben .......................................................................  6.60
Ramo, Frank ...........................................................*.............  3.00
Ramo, Stephen ........................................................................  3.00
Ramo, V e n e ................................................................................  3.00
Ross, James .......................................................................   3.00
Ridgewell, Ray ........................................................................  3.00
Rand, Erroll .............................................................     3.00
Roberts, Walter .   .................................................................  3.00
Reid, Fred .........................................................................   3.00
Rich, Luther R......................................................................... 3 00
Rogers, Alden D   3 00
Rogers, Herbert   3 0Q
Ross, B i r d .................................................................................... 3,00
Russell, S tep h en .....................................................................  3 00
Russell, Fred H .....................................................................  3 00
Rollins, Wallace W .................................................................  3 00
Rogers, H a r r y .........................................................................  3 00
Scott, Edgar H   93 75
Scott, Winfield, Heirs o f ......................,  46 20
Spearin, Lizette .....................................................................  24 75
Stevens, M ile s .....................................................................  4 g~
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Stevens, John A., Ileirs ......................................................
Stewart, Mungo K....................................................................298.16
Stewart, Douglass .................................................................. 26.10
Somers, J a m e s .........................................................................  89.79
Sabins. George M......................................................................152.33
Scott, John E...........................................................................  3.00
Scott, John R...........................................................................  3.00
Scott, Holland ........................................................................ 3.00
Sears, Joseph H .......................................................................  3.00
Sirois, Sandy ..........................................................................  3.00
Smith, Harvey ........................................................................  3.00
Smith, N o rm a n ........................................................................ 3.00
Shorey, Ed ..............................................................................  3.00
Shorev, Ernest ........................................................................  3.00
7
Shea, James ............................................................................  3.00
Staples, William D...................................................................  3.00
Smith, Ernest ..........................................................................  3.00
Smalley, Herbert ....................................................................  3.00
Tapley, Robert ........................................................................  8.78
Taylor, Guy E ............................................. 164.67
Thomas, Fred ..........................................................................  44.25
Tompkins, Harold F .................................................................  26.10
Toner, John A..........................................................................  78.05
True, Ed B.................................................................................. 41.78
Thibodeau, Edmund .......................... .................................... 3.00
Thibodeau, Reuben ................................................................  3.00
Thibodeau, Clyde ................................................................... 3.00
Tomlinson, Havelock ............................................................. 3.00
Tompkins, D. M........................................................................  3.00
Tracey, Augustus ................................................................... 3.00
Townsend, Harry C..................................................................  3.00
Tapley, Chester ....................................................................... 3 00
Tapley, Ed ...............................................................................  3.00
Tweedie, Charles .....................................................................  3 00
Tomlinson, G arf ie ld .................................................................  3 00
Taylor, Fred .............................................................................  3 00
Trask, Warren .................  ' .......................................  3 00
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Tuck, Ernest ............................................................................ -
VanBuskirk, C u t le r ................................................................ 3.00
v anBuskirk, Joseph ..............................................................  3.00
VanBuskirk, F r a n k ................................................................ 3.Q0
Valley, Joseph ........................................................................ 3-0,0
White, Herbert ...................................................................... 9.60
Wasson, Charles S...................................................................  3.00
Ward, Thom as.........................................................................  3.00
Walton, J a m e s ...............................   3.00
Walton, Sherman .................................................................. 3.00
Watson, George A.................................................    22.8Cf
White, Henry 2d .................................................................... 3.0,0
White, Harvey  .......................   3.00
White, George R.....................................................................  3.00
Whitmore, Randolph .................    3.00
Whitmore, Perry .................................................................... 3.00
Wright, Charles .........................................................    3.00
Wright, Hanford .................................................................... 3.00
Whitcomb, Howard ..............................................................  3.00
White, John ............................................................................ 3.00
Williams, Charles  i......................................................  3.00
Wright, Ernest ...................................................................... 3.00
Young, John .......................................................................... 3.00
Chambers, John .........    6.60
Donnelly, Daniel, Heirs ........................................................ 16.50» * -
Doyle, Fred S...........................................................................  92.40
Tuttle, Frank .......................................................................... 33.00
Eilbum, B ess ie ........................................................................ 39.60
Levesque, Octave .................................................................... 1.65
Abstract of Warrant
For Fort Fairfield’s Annual Town-Meeting*, March 18, 1918
State of Maine 
Aroostook SS .
To R. B. ROBINSON
Constable of the town of Fort Fairfield
In the name of the State of Maine, you are hereby re­
quired to notify and warn the inhabitants of the town ofjjFort 
Fairfield, qualified according to law to vote in town affairs, 
to assemble at Hacker’s Theater in said town on Monday, the 
18th day of March, 1918, at Ten o ’clock in the forenoon, then 
and there to act upon the following Articles, to w i t :
Art. 1. To choose a moderator to preside at said meeting.
Art. 2. To see if the town will vote to accept the town re­
port for the year 1917, as presented to this 
meeting.
Art. 3. To choose all necessary officers for the year en­
suing.
Art. 4. To see what sum of money the town will vote and
raise for town expenses for the year ensuing.
Art. 5. To see what sum of money the town will vote and
raise for the support of paupers for the year 
ensuing.
Art. 6 . To see what sum of money the town will
vote and raise to be expended in cash on the 











7. To see what sum of money the town will vote and
raise for interest on the town debt for the year
ensuing.
8 . To see what sum of money the town will vote and
raise for the support of the Free High School 
for the year ensuing.
9. To see what sum of money the town will vote and
raise for the support of common schools for the
year ensuing.
10. To see what sum. of money the town will vote and
raise to purchase books, apparatus and appli­
ances for the year ensuing.
11. To see what sum of money the town will vote and,
9 •
raise for insurance and repairs on schoolhouses 
for the year ensuing, and improvements on school 
properties.
12. To see what sum of money the town will vote and
raise to be expended toward the support of the 
Fort Fairfield free public library for the year 
ensuing.
13. To.see if the town will vote ‘yes’ or 'n o ’ upon the
adoption of the provisions of the Public Laws of 
Maine, relating to the appropriation of money 
necessary to entitle the town to State aid for 
highways for the year 1918.
14. To see if the town will raise, for the permanent im­
provement of the main highways within the town 
as directed by the Public Laws of Maine, the 
sum of $1,330.00.
15. To see if the town will vote to authorize and direct
the selectmen to contract with the Fort Fairfield 
Light & Power Company to light the streets and 
bridge for a term of years not exceeding ten and 














Art. lti. To st'e what sum of money the town will vote and 
raise to be expended in lighting the Aroostook 
river bridge and the streets of Fort Fairfield 
village for the year ensuing.
17. To see what sum of money the town will vote and
raise to be applied towards defraying the expens­
es of observing Memorial Da}'.
18. To see what sum of money the town will vote and
raise to pay hydrant rental for fire protection 
for the year ensuing.
111. To see whether the town will vote to fix the time for 
the payment of taxes, and to fix the rate of in­
terest to be added upon taxes remaining unpaid 
after such time of payment.
20 . To see whether the town will authorize the Select­
men to make temporary loans, if necessary, dur­
ing the year ensuing, to anticipate taxes and pro­
tect town orders duly issued.
21. To see if the town will vote and raise the sum of
$2,000 to redeem Bridge Bonds falling due Feb­
ruary 1, 1919. Also to see if the town will vote 
and raise the sum of $2,000 to redeem New 
Schoolhouse bonds falling due within the year. 
Also to see if the town will vote and raise $1,000 
to redeem Municipal Building bonds falling due 
within the year.
22. To see if the town will vote and raise the sum of
$280.00 for Tuberculosis prevention.
23. To see if the town will vote to accept the provisions
of an Enabling Act passed by the Legislature 
now in session entitled, “ An Act to Enable the 
Inhabitants of the Town of Fort Fairfield, to 
Assume all the rights, privileges, duties, con­
tracts and obligations of Fort Fairfield Village 











To see what sum of money the town will vote and
»
raise for the following purposes, respectively, 
said purposes being those for which the Fort 
Fairfield Village Corporation has existed:
1st. For expenses and supplies for Fire Department.
• i*
2d. For salaries of Fire Department.
3d. Hydrant rental.
4th. For purchase of Fire Hose.
5th. For compensation of Night Watch.
6th. For sprinkling streets.
7th. For purchase of street Sprinkler.
24. To see what sum of money the town will vote and
raise for the construction of sanitary toilets con­
necting with the schoolroom for the rural 
schools.
25. To see what sum of money the town will vote apd!
raise for improvements in lighting, heating and 
ventilating rural schools.
26. To see if the town will vote to continue schools in
the Chambers, Grass, Russell and Haley dis­
tricts until contrary action is taken.
27. To see if the town will vote to purchase a steam*
road roller on wheels.
28. To see what sum of money the town will vote and
raise for paying a Night Watchman in the vil­
lage.
29. To see what sum of money the town will vote and
raise to repair the higlrway known as the Strick­
land road from the railroad crossing to the 
Limestone town line.
30. To see what sum of money the town will vote and
•
raise under provisions of Chapter 276, Public 
Laws of 1917, relating to aid to dependant 
mothers and wives.
31. To see what sum of money the town will vote and








Art. 32. To see if the town will vote to instruct its assessors
of taxes to make a general revaluation of all 
the property in said town.
33. To see if the town will vote to accept a jury list^
as prepared by the Municipal officers.
34. To see if the town will vote and raise the sum of
$500 for the purchase of apparatus for use in 
the laboratory of the High School.
35. To see if the town will vote and raise the sum of
$300 to pay for the services of the superintend­
ing school committee.
36. To see what sum of money the town will vote and
raise for maintaining and insuring the Mu­
nicipal building.
37. To see if the town will vote and raise the sum of
$714.47, deficiency in the special appropriation 
for lighting, heating and ventilating rural 
schools.
38. To see if the town will vote and raise the sum (of
$614.64, deficiency in special appropriation for 
improvements in schoolhouse at Maplegrove.
39. To see if the town will vote and raise the sum of
$7,584.53 to apply upon the overdraft for the 
current year.
To date of printing. Oth­
er articles may be added if 
necessary.
The selectmen will be in session at their office in the Mu­
nicipal building on the Thursday, Friday and Saturday pre­
ceding March 18, 1918, from 10:00 to 5:00 o'clock, P. M., for* 
the purpose of correcting the check list.
Given, under our hands at said Fort Fairfield this 9th day 
of March, 1918.
NICHOLAS FESSENDEN 
C. FRED AMES 
JAMES R. HOPKINS
Selectmen of Fort Fairfield




By virtue of written warrant to me directed, I have this 
day notified the within named inhabitants of the town of Fort 
Fairfield, qualified as therein expressed, to assemble at the 
time and place and for the purpose therein specified by posting 
a true and attested copy of within warrant at the post-office in 
the village of Fort Fairfield, the same being a public; and 
conspicuous place in said town and the usual place of posting 
of warrants of a like character.


